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INTRODUCTION 
One of the controversial issues confronting the swine industry is 
the correct market weight for hogs. When the market prices look 
favorable for the future the producer tends to put additional weight 
on his hogs to obtain a greater total return in terms of dollars and 
cents. The marketing weight is often dependent upon the availability 
and cost of feed. The area extension worker and nutritionist usually 
encourage the farmer to rnarket his product at weights which maximize 
feed efficiency and meat production. •Lighter hogs tend to produce 
faster gain with less feed and produce a leaner, trimmer carcass with 
less waste. In addition, the carcass may yield a higher percent of 
lean meat and ·the lighter weight pigs yield a lighter weight carcass. 
The lean wholesale cuts from the light carcasses often sell for a 
premium because most consumers prefer lean pork. Despite the advantages 
for lighter market weights the packer is still reluctant to purchase . •. 
light weight hogs because his slaughtering and processing costs are 
prorated on a per head basis and carcasses are s·old by the pound. 
The packer is often working on a narrow profit margin on a per 
carcass basis. Therefo�e, the profit or loss received by the packer 
may depend upon the content and value of the offal. At times the profit 
per carcass in a packing operation may depend on the ability of the 
packer to utilize and/or merchandise the offal profitably. Most packers 
·do not have reliable data which relate carcass weight to the value of 
the internal organs and their contents. 
This study was designed to evaluate: 
(1) The influence of live animal weight on the weights of the 
offal and contents. 
(2) The relationships that may exist between offal weight and 
carcass composition. 
(J) The influence of live weight on carcass composition, 
particularly edible portion. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The evaluation of a meat anima.l or its carcass is generally 
based upon the quantity and quality of the lean meat. The quantity 
factor is very :unportant in live hog evaluation. There are several 
measures or estimates used to evaluate quantity of lean in an animal 
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or carcass. Lean quantity may be estimated in a carcass by expressing 
the ham and loin, the four lean cuts or the five primal .cuts as a 
percent of live o:c carcass weight" The estimated lean quantity of the 
live animal is related to the market.value of that anL�al. Live weight, 
sex and breed are some of the factors which may influence quantity. 
The following discussion wi.11 review these factors and their relation 
to quantity. 
Quantity of Lean 
Live Animal Evaluation. Live weight is probably the oldest and 
most often used method of determining the time of hog slaughter. 
Slaughter weight is important because the pigs should be large enough 
to yield sufficient amounts of lean of acceptable quality and not so 
le.rge as to produce excessive amounts of fat. 
·According to Haugse et al. (1957) the weight at which a hog is 
sent to slaughter is an important factor influencing the return over 
feed and production -costs. Haugse and co-workers collected data from 
the union stockyards at West Fargo and found the highest price paid 
throughout the year was for the 190 to 220 lb. animals. Because these 
weights establ ished the market the great est return to the producer was 
obtained from the 200 to 220 lb . weight ran ge . 
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According to Buck ( 1963 ) J .  9 lb � of food was required for 1 lb . 
of gain betwe en 150 to 200 lb . and 4. 3 lb . of food was required for l 
lb. o f  gain between 200 to ?60 lb . Field et aJ�. (19 61 ) found that feed 
required per 100 lb . of  gai n averaged less  for 160 lb . ho gs than for 
pigs in a 200 lb . wej_ ght group . Hi s work indic at ed th at average daily 
gain from ·weaning increa sed throughout th e feeding period but at a 
decreasing rate after the pigs reached 100 lb. A,reraee d aily gain 
reached .q_ maximum at 200 to 210 lb . Braude et al . ( 1963 ) reported that 
as pigs grow older and heavier. the effi ciency with which their food i s  
converted into live wei ght decreases and successive i ncreases in live 
weight are compos ed of progressively higher proportions o f  fatty tissue 
and lower pr0porti ons of  mu scul ar tissue . The sl aughter weight around 
200 lb. was preferable to the heavi er ho gs of 260 lb. both · from the 
productj_on and e conomi c aspect . Mullins et al .. ( 1960 ) reported that 
feed costs per 100 lb . gain were increased for pi gs as they grew from 
42 to 220 lb . Mc Caxllpbell and Ba5.rd ( 1961 ) reported that generally as 
live weight of the pi gs incre as ed average daily gain decreased and feed 
required per 100 lb . gain incre as ed .  
Information from 25 packers compiled by Field et al . (1961 ) 
indic at ed th at packers preferred ho gs weighing 200 to 2 25 lb. The 
packers estimated that proc es sirg costs  ·Kere  20 5b greater per unit 
weight for hogs we�. eh:tn g  under 175 lb . Accordin g  to the pack er it 
·• 
takes practically the same time and facilities to dress , chill and cut 
the light weight hog as it does a hog that yielde� twice as much por�. 
Emerson � al . (1961 ) demonstrated that the light weight hogs 
compared favorably to the heavy weight hogs in consumer and taste panel 
acceptability, marbling , cu.ring and smoking properties . The study 
involved 80 animals ranging in weight from 100 to 210 · lb. Similar 
results were reported by Zobrisky et &• (1960 ) .  
Dressing percent i s  of prime importance to the packe� . because 
he is concerned about getting the highest po ssible percent of  the pig 
into the carcass  weight and the lowest po ssible percent into the less 
valuable offal . One of the main criteria u sed by packer buyers in the 
evaluation of a live animal is dressing percent .  
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Zobrisky � al. (1959a )  reported that dressing percent was one of  
the most important single measures of live hog value. Bratzler and 
Margerum (1953 ) demonstrated that the use of  dressing percent in con­
junction with weight , length and backfat thickness was a major factor 
in determining the yield of preferred cuts (ham, loin , shoulder and 
side ) . from a live animal. However , results have been reported which 
are not in complete agreement with this. Pearson tl al. (1956) stated 
that "dressing percent per � is  of little importance in evaluating 
carcass leanness . " Price et al. (1957 ) indicated the dressing percent 
was not significantly associated with either specific gravity or loin 
eye area.  
Several researchers have reported work regarding dressing percent 
in rel ation to live weight. Mullins et al .  (1960 ) showed that pigs from 
the 220 lb . wei ght group had a hi eher dressing percent th ru-i those from 
the 160 lb . group. Wal ace et al . ( 1959 ) indi c ated pigs from the 150 
lb . group had a lower d�es sing perc ent based on empty digestive tr act 
than pigs from the 240 lb . ��oup . Smith ( 1957 ) reported that dressing 
percent wa s 64% fo:i:- pi gs at 3 0  lb . nnd ro s e to 77'.t for pi gs o f  240 lb . 
live wei ght .  Emer son et  al . ( 19 64 )  also r eported that a s  slaughter 
weight was lowered there was a decrea s e  in dre s sing percent. Tne 
r esults from 300 pigs dtvided into three weight groups were r eported 
by Buck ( 1963 ) .  Hi s work d efini teJ.y indicat1:,d that dr e s sing perc ent 
incr e asAd as sl a1J.ghter weight increas ed from 150 to 260 lb . Resu.l ts 
not in compl ete agr e ement wi th the above were reported in 1961 by 
Mc Campbe11 ·and Bai rd .. Th eir r eport ind i cated that th e dressing percent 
of pj_ gs r angin g in wei gh t frorn . 170 to 230 lb . were similar . 
Mo st researchers 1-rlll agr e e  th at previou s  work has demonstrated 
that the fatter hogs will have a higher dres sing perc ent . Relating 
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thei:,:- obs ervations to the development of meat type hogs, Hankins et al. 
(1952 ) suggested t hat fatnes s  i s  not nece s sarily the m.ost important 
factor affecting dr es sing percentage . They :reported that the correl a­
tion betwe en thickne s s  of backfat 11 kno1-m to be a good indicator of total 
fat con.tent , and dressing percentage was 0 . 42 .  At a given degree of 
fatness , dr es sing perc entage varied · as mu ch as 4·%. In addition , the 
report i ndic at ed th at muscular development was a major factor influencing 
dressing percentage amon g th ese hogs. Winters et al . ( 1952 ) report ed 
a O .  66 corr elati on b etween ba.ckfat thicknes s and dres sing percen t .  
Mullins et al . ( 19 60 ) stated th at pigs with great er b ackfat 
thickness have a higher dressing percent . Zobrisky et !1• · (1959a ) 
indicated that dressing percent was signifi cantly .correlated with the 
yield of carcass trim and leaf fat . 
Cole et al . (1953 )  pointed out a highly significant correl ation 
between the type of hog and dressing percentage . The type of hogs 
produced influences the dressing percent according to Zobrisky tl al . 
(1959b ) .  They reported that wide , deep bodied ho gs tend to have a 
higher dressing percent than the narrow, shallow bodied hogs . They 
also indicated that carcass length was not significantly correlated 
with dres sing percent . Charette (1961 ) reported no significant differ­
ences among the dressing percent of boars ,  barrows and gilts .  
Fill i s  generally-accepted as U;e factor having the greatest 
influence on dressing percent . other such factors are  shrink , viscera 
weight and various organ weights . The results  o f  work by Zobrisky 
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,tl al . (1959a ) indicate that the · weight of  the j _nternal organs, the 
amount of intestinal fill , muscular development , finish and conformation 
all have an influence on the carcass yield from the live hog. Their 
work indicated that dressing percent is influenced primarily by the 
weight _of  the digestive tract , fill , thoracic organs and head. Based 
___ ,, 
on the National Barrow Show technique ( adjusted live weight ) Cole (1954 ) 
found ,that dressing percents are about the same when yield is deter­
mined on an " equal fill" or empty body weight basis . 
Saffle and Cole (1960 ) measured the effect of fasting upon 
shrinkage over a period of 24 to 96 hours .  The authors indicated that 
one-half of the total shrinkage occurs during the first 24 hours . 
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�ighly signi fica.Y1t differences  among; fasting periods were found for e ach 
of the following : lj_ver , fuJ.l �i scera , full e;astro.-intestinal tract , . 
full stomach and empty smal  and large inte stine . Clifton et al .  (1954 ) 
indicated that the amount of normal shri.nk ( not  fasted ) and the varia­
tion herein could be  credited primarily to  ambient temperature differ­
ences .  It i s  not clearly known whether adipos e or muscle  ti ssue is 
most affected duri ng the fasting period .  Zobrisky et al . (1954) 
indicated th at th ere wer e no consistent tr ends between grade ,  fatness 
and intestj_nal filL The suggested pos sibility was that muscle ti ss1,.e 
rather than adipo se tissue was utilized by the thinner hogs during the 
fasting period. Cole et al . (1953 ) reported that a .standard shrink 
should not be used :i.n carcass evaluation beccmse of  the significant 
differen ce in percentage of viscera or gastro-intestinal tract between 
different types of ho gs at any given weight. 
The literature does not contain much information concerning the 
variation in organ weights . Saffle and Cole (1960 ) indicated that as 
the time of the fastine period was extended the liver weight decreased. 
The loss in weieht was attributed to the depletion of glycogen . 
Gnaedinger et a..1. (1963 ) reported the results of an experiment involving ·  
24 market weight hogs.  Their results indi cated average weights of 7 . 8 ,  
10. 2 ,  10 . 4 and 3 . 4  lb . for the pluck , head .  empty gastro .... intestinal 
tract and the contents o f  the gastro-intestinal tract, respectively, for 
181 to 220 lb. pigs . The lungs , trachea ,  esophagus , heart ,  liver , 
spleen and kicl"1eys were included in th e pluck. The gastro-intestinal 
tract included the stomach , intestines  and attached caul and ruffl e  fat . 
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Wallace .tl al. (1959 ) reported that barrows gained significantly 
faster than gilts . Comstock tl al . (1944) also dem�nstrated a sex 
difference in favor of barrows ; the barrows slightly excelled the gilts 
in rate of gain . This difference was noted toward the end of the 
growth period and may be explained by onset of puberty in the gilt . 
Cox (1963 ) in an extensive study involving 7 , 642 pigs farrowed in six 
seasons reported the females weighed 5. 4% less than the males at 154 
days of age.  All pigs in this study were weighed and their fat thick­
ness measured by probing. Bennett and Coles ( 1946)  indicated that 
barrows reached a live weight of 200 lb. 4. 34 days earlier than the 
gilts .  However , Charette (1961 ) found no signifi cant differences in 
daily gain among barrows-; boars and gilts .  
The live probe of backfat has proven to be one of the best 
measures available for predicting carcass cutout value from the live 
animal. The average of three probe measurements taken over the 
shoulder ,  middle of the back and above the ha� attachment , all 1 1/2 
in. off the midline ,  has proven accurate.  The following men have 
reported results indicating the backfat probe is a useful tool : De Pape 
and Whatley ( 1956 ) ,  Hazel and Kline ( 1952 ) ,  Hetzer � al. (1956 ) , 
Pearson ,tl al .  (1957 ) ,  Price et al. ( 1957 ) ,  Price ,tl al. (1960 ) ,  
Robison et al .  ( 1960 ) ,  Zobrisky et al .  (1959a ) ,  Holland and Hazel 
(1958) .  The average of three live backfat probes was also a more 
accurate indicator of percent lean cuts and percent fat than were the 
carcass measurements , length, area of loin eye at the tenth and last rib 
and backfat measurement . 
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Car c as s  Evalut1tion . Th er�  ar e s veral ob j e ctive c ar c as s  me asures 
us ed to evalu at e or pr edi ct the c11 10unt of lean cont �ined within a 
car c as s . One of the ob jective measures  receiving att ention today is 
loin eye ar ea.  Al though _ 1o st workers r e cogniz e lo:in eye area as a 
us eful tool , there  is  some c,:mtrover sy about the pr edictive value of 
different loc atio ns on the loin . Th e most com.mo� loc ation today is 
between the 10th and 11th rib� e However , some meat s cientists have 
su�gest ed that i.f the measurement was to b e  taken aft er th e l as t  rib 
i t  would correspond to curr ent resear ch in s ever al fo reign countries.  
In  addition f th e last  rib  i s  e asier to loc ate on the li  vo en:imal which 
would prove us eful for ultr asoni cs wo rk ., 
Klin•e and Haz el ( 1955 ) indic at ed that the loin eye area at the 
10th rib is usu ally about 0 . 5 sq e in.,  sm aller tha� the area at th e l ast 
rib . They also reported th at ther e  app ears to b e  very li tt1e vari ation 
in ar ea from sid e to side if th e s arne anatomic al loc ations are used for 
reference point s .  Hammond ( 1933 ) as r epo rted by Buck et al . (1962 ) 
demonstrated that the cross section of  the loin at th e last rib would 
be the mos t  sui table pl ace becaus e the junction o f  th e loin and thorax 
anatomi ca .1 r e gions d evelops la.st .  Stouffer and Burgk ar t (1965 ) obtained 
a higher correl ation between loin eye at the l as t  rib and total wei ght 
of lean in the carcass  than b etween loi n eye area behind the 10th rib 
and tot al  weight of  ·l e an in th e carc ass . Breidenst ein et a._1_. (1963 ) 
reported that loin eye ar ea me asured b etwe en the 10th and 11th ribs 
appeared to be more related to car c ass �us cling than did th e area 
between the 1 2th and 13th ribs . Al smeyer ( 1957 )  at the Tenth A_,-mual 
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aeciprocal Meat Conference reported that in 1956 Pearson and co-workers 
indicated the area of lean at the last rib had a slightly higher 
correlation with cutout than area at the 10th rib . Price !1_ al. (1957 ) 
indicated that the lean area of the longissimu� dors.i behind the 10th 
rib was superior to the area at the last rib in the prediction of 
cutout value .  Most researchers today use the area  of  the loin eye 
muscle  between the 10th and 11th ribs ( Ibornenbal � al . ,  1962 ; 
Holland and Hazel , 1958 ; Kline and Goll , 1964 and Topel 21. al. , 1965 ) . 
Some researchers question the accuracy of the loin eye tracing. 
Fredeen a�d Jarmaluk (1962 ) reported that the accuracy of a tracing was 
dependent upon the cut to be traced, the complexity of the musculature 
and the number of indiv:1duals responsible for the tracings and planime­
ter readings . Several researchers have suggested the use of photography 
as a means of reducing some of the interpersonnel variance. 
Most recent workers measure the area of the longis simus dorsi 
muscle with a compensating polar planinieter. The use o f  the planimeter 
came about because of the large variations in the shape of the loin eye 
muscle . However , Whiteman and Whatley (1953 ) reported that their method 
of approximating the size of the loin eye lean area by using the product ·� 
, •  
of the length and width was found to be about as good as a planimeter 
measure of a tracing of the muscle cross section . In addition, the 
length and width measurements were easier to obt ain than the tracings 
and planimeter readings . Au.nan and Winters (1949 ) reported that when 
the effect of carcass weight was eliminated, the loin eye area obtaihed 
as a product of width x length was indicative of the amount of lean 
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present in the carcass. Ik>nald (1940 ) reported that the breadth (width ) 
of the eye muscle increased as live weight increased. The increase in 
width was attributed to a reduction of growth during the latter stages 
of fattening. 
loin eye area has been used alone or in combination with other 
measures to predict lean carcass cutout values. Batcher et al. (1962 ) 
demonstrated that loin eye area is a good indicator of the lean content · 
of the ham, shoulder and loin cuts as well as the total percent lean in 
the carcass. Zobrisky et &• (1954) reported in comparing several meas­
ures of leanness that the cross sectional area of the longissimus dorsi 
gave the highest correlation with the yield of  lea.� in the carcass. 
Doornenbal et al .  (1962 ) ;- Holland and Hazel (1958 ) ,  Kline and Hazel 
( 1955 ) ,  Kline and Goll (1964) , Pearson � al .  ( 1956 )  and Zobrisky et al. 
(1959a )  reported that loin eye area may predict from JO to 50% of the 
variation in carcass lean cutout. Zobrisky and co-workers also indicated 
that loin eye area has a large influence on the value of the highly de­
manded wholesale loin. Topel et al . (1965 ) stated that loin eye area was 
nearly as accurate in predicting the lean cut yield of five different 
pork muscles as the longissimus dorsi weight. They indicated that the 
loin eye tracing· was much easier and less costly to obtain than the weight 
of the longissimus dorsi muscle. Using a limited number of samples from 
190 to 230 lb. ho gs ,  Cahill et al .  (1953 ) reported that the area of 
longissimus dorsi (at the 10th and 11th rib ) was correlated with the 
-weight of the primal cuts and with the percentage of live weight of the 
four primal cuts ( ham , loin . shoulder and belly ) and of the three 
prim al cuts ( hani ,  loin and shoul der ) . 
lJ 
Research ind ic ates that the  rel ationship of live wei ght to loin 
eye d evelopment is  not li.near .  Emer son et aJ
,;.
• ( 1964 ) . u sed 8 0  pigs 
dtvided into four c:roups bal anced according to 'breeding and sex .  The 
groups wei ghed 1 . 00  to 1 20 lb. , 1 .30 to 150 lb .. , 160 to 1 80 lb. and 190 
to 210 lb. at slaughter . They reported that the loin eye area at the 
10th rib was 2 .. 8 ,  3 e 2 � 3 . 5  and 3 0 8  sq . in. for the 100 to 120 lb. 
through the 190 to 210 lb group t respe ctively. He Campbell and Baird 
( 1961 ) worked with fot r wej ght gro�lps r an�in g  from 170 to 230 lb. They 
found the loin eye area to be 4. 24 sq .. in. a.i,d 4. 4 3 sq . in.. for the 
first and l'ast groups , respecUvely Varney � 4_. (1962 ) studied pj_ gs 
of  two weight groups , 159 and 215 lb. The:i.r resuJ.ts  indicat ed that the 
heavier hogs had signi ficantly l ess  loin eye area when expressed as 
sq . in. pe� cwt . of carcas s .  'Wallace � aJ .• (1959 ) in an experiment 
involving pigs wi th live weights of. 150 , 180 , 21 0 and 240 lb. reported 
that the loin eye e.reas measured a.t the 10th rib were J . 43 ,  3 . 85 , 4. 07 
and 4 .. 47 sq . in . , !'especti.velye Mullins et al . ( 1960 ) conducted a study - -
involving pigs of  160 and . 220 lb. They reported th at carcas ses from the 
160 lb ., · ho gs had a larger loin eye area per unit o f  c arcass weight . 
Buck (1963 ) in a study involving 360 pi gs in three weight group s 
reported th at the s ex differenc e  in favor o f  the leaner gil t became 
more pronounced at the heavier wei ght range . He indicated this differ­
ence was noted parti cularly in th e region of the back (loin ) .  
Breidenstei n et al . (1963 ) reported that even though mean carcass 
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w_eights were identical for both sexes ( gilts and barrows ) ,  the gi lt 
carcas ses  contained heavi er loins than the barrow carcasses . Emerson. 
et al .  ( 1964) , Wallace e t  .§1.• ( 1959 ) ,  Carpenter and King (1964 ) ,  
Charette (1961 ) and Bennett and Coles  ( 1946 )  pointed out that gilt 
carcasses  yielded larger loin eye areas when compared to b arrow 
carcasses of the s ame weight group o Judge ( 1964) indic ated that the 
mean lont;issimus 3.orsi areas at five lo cations were significantly 
greater in gilts than barrows of  the same weight range . 
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Backfat thickn ess is an obje ctive carc8.SS measurement which i s  
relatively easy to obtain . Over the past years there hav e  been several 
attempts to take thi s measurer1ent at one or at s everal lo cations . Most 
researchers will agree that the most popular and most suc cessful method 
today involves measurements in three loc ations ,  the first rib ,- last rib 
and l ast lumbar vertebr ae. 
Buck ( 1963 ) repo1 ted on a study involving 360 pigs which were 
divided into three weight groups , 150 , 200 and 260 lb. His results 
indicated that gilts possessed less fat than hogs (males ) when expr ess ed 
as a percent of the side at each wei ght group . Hammond and Murray 
(1937 ) ,  Bennett a.nd Coles ( 191-l-6 ) ,  Wallace et al .  ( 1959 ) ,  Noffsinger 
et &• (1959 ) ,  Carp enter and King ( 196'�- ) and Emerson et a.l • . (1964 ) all 
reported that gilt car casses di splayed less  backfat than b arrows . -
Auna"Yl and 1dirtter s (19�-9 ) showed correl ations of - . 63 ,  - . 58 and 
0 . 66 between average backfat thickness and the lean content o f  the 
carcass , perc ent primal cut s and dres sing percent , respectively.  
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Nelson (1962 ) conducted a study involving 134 gilts and 154 
barrows . He dem0nstrated that backfat thicknes s  was a better predictor 
of lean cut weight than either length , loin eye area or loin muscle 
mass.  Gnaedinger tl al .  (1963 ) reported a correlation coefficient of 
0. 69 between percent fat in the carcass and backfat thickness.  Zobrisky 
!l al . (1954) indicated that there was a high correlation between 
backfat thickness and total yield of fat in the carcas s .  Results 
. reported by Batcher et al . (1962 ) reveal ed that as backfat thickness 
increased the percentage separable fat in the trimmed cuts increased. 
Wiley � al .  (1951 ) reported that as backfat thickness increased so 
did the weight and yield of fat cuts . They also indicated an inverse 
relationship between backfat and yield of l ean cuts . Stouffer and 
Burgkart (1965 ) reported a s1mple correlation of 0 . 76 between total fat 
in the carcass and backfat thickness .  Warner .2!:, al . (1934) demonstrated 
that backfat thickness was related to carcas s  cutout. Kline (1951) 
showed a high positive correl ation between average ba.ckfat thickness 
and the amount of fat in the pork carcass .  
Henry � al . (1963 ) repo�ted a correlation coefficient of  - . 62 
for percent l ean cuts on a carcass _!)asis and average carcass backfat . 
The highly significant correlations Henry and co-workers found between 
average backfat thickness and percent fat in the shoulder , loin, belly 
and ham verify that average backfat thickness may be used to predict the 
fat yield of  swine carcasses .  Zobrisky et al . (1959a)  indicated that a 
reasonably accurate estimate o f  the yield of fat can be determined from 
carcass backfat measurements . They also indicated that the yield of the 
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·rive primal cuts was negatively correl ated with backfat thickness 
measurements. However, Zobrisky and associates reported that yield of  
fat can be more accurately estimated in the carcass than the yield of 
four lean cuts using backfat measuraments. 
Brown et al. ( 1951 ) ,  Whiteman et al. ( 1953 ) ,  Carpenter and King 
(1964) , Pearson et al. (1956 ) arrl Price et al. (1957 ) did not obtain - - - -
· high correlations between carcass backfat measurements and carcass 
cutout. 
Pearson tl al. (1959 ) reported that there was less association 
between backfat thickness and loin eye area for carcasses of 160 to 179 
lb. than for the 120 to 159 lb. carcasses. Mullins et al. (1960 ) 
reported that backf at thickness averaged 0 . 4  in. less for pigs of 160 
lb. co:npared to those at 220 lb.. McCampbell and Baird (1961 ) reported 
that average backfat increased as live weight increased from 170 to 230 
lb. 
Bruner and Van Stavern (1961 ) in · a study involving over 2 , 000 
pigs reported no statistical difference between age groups for backfat 
thickness. Age groups varied from 126 to 185 days at 200 lb. 
Carcass length as �easured from the first rib to the aitch bone 
is another objective measure used to evaluate the pork carcass. The 
importance of the carcass length measurement has been · discussed by pork 
producers and meat scientists in the last t�� years. Some researchers 
indicate that len gth is of no value in carcass evaluation. However, 
pork producers contend that length must be considered because of its 
rel ationship to various production traits. Feinstein (1961 ) reported 
that Kliesch in Germany found no physiological relationship between 
length and the fat producing ability of the hog . 
Fredeen and Lambroughton (1956 ), Charette (1961 )  and Emerson 
!!:, al. (1964) indicated that gilts pos sessed greater carcass length 
than barrows. Buck � al .  (1962 ) reported that gilts were 7. 5 mm. 
longer than barrows at 200 lb. live - weight. 
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Mc Campbell and Baird (1961 ) demonstrated an increase in carcass 
length of 1. 8 in. as live weight increased from 170 to 230 lb. · Mullins 
et al. (1960 ) indicated that pigs of 220 lb. were 2. 5 in. longer than 
pigs that weighed 160 lb. live. Bruner and Van Stavern (1961 ) in a 
study involving 2,433 pigs reported that there was no statistical differ­
ence between age groups for carcass length. The age groups varied from 
126 to 185 days of age at 200 lh. 
Robison et al. (1952 ) reported that as length increased and as 
backfat thickness decreased the percentage of lean cuts increased and 
the percentage of fat trimmings decreased . Nel son (1962 ) demonstrated 
that body length was associated with an increase in longissimus dorsi 
mass. However , Nel son reported that including the length measurements 
in any of the correlationS. did not !.ppreciably improve the association 
with measures of lean. Bay (1960 ) cited work of  Nebraska scientists 
which revealed a positive correlation of 0 . 45 between length of carcass 
and percentage lean cuts. Pearson et al. (1958 ) indicated that as 
length increased the percentage of loin also increased. Hutchinson 
(1951 ) reported that as the ratio of length to carcass weight increased 
so did the value of the carcass. Zobrisky � &• (1959a )  reported that 
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partial correlation analysis indicated that carcass l ength was corre­
lated with · carcass width and backfat thickness .  Zob�isky and co-workers 
also indic ated that carcass length was not significantly correlated with 
dressing percent .  
Price et al.  (1957 ) reported that c arcas s  length showed no 
significant relationship with cutout data, chemical composition or 
exterior fat thickness. Henry et al. (1963 ) reported that carcass 
length had very little influence on leanness of pork carcasses . They 
demonstrated low correlations between carcass length and other carcass 
measurements. Henry and co-workers reported a correlation coefficient 
of 0 . 28 between carcass length and percent lean on a carcass basis . 
Pearson et al. ( 1956 )  indicated that carcass length measurements have a 
low relationship with both muscling of the loin and l ean cutout figures . 
Carpenter and King (1964) found a negative correlation (- . 56 )  between 
average daily gain and carcass length. Bowman !1_ al. (1962 ) stated 
that carcass  length was of little value as an index of percent separable 
l ean. 
Another obj ective measure used to evaluate the pork carcass is 
the relative amount of var.ious cuts and their components such as lean , 
fat and bone.  The accurate measurement of muscling has been a major 
problem in pork carcass evaluation. However, in spite of the short­
comings ( slowness , subjective decisions in dividing the tissue into its 
component parts and losses due to evaporation and absorption) of the 
dissection-separation technique , it appears to be a valid measure of 
muscling. Smith et al. (1964) reported on their study involving 
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physical s opat' ation of 20 pork car c as s��s  weigh ing ·approximat ely 140 lb. 
They fou�d the avera�e component tis sue valu es to b e  9 . 0% bone , 4.5% 
skin , 4J . J% fat and 4J ., 0'j6 l e an for total c ar c :1s s  composition . They 
· r eported that ba� ed on corr el ation coeffic i ent s the mo st r el:i abl e 
indic ator cut s ,rnr8 as fo11.ows : perc ent bon e in ham with per. cent 
c arcass bon e ,  0 .. 95 ; percent skin in b elly wi th per.cent carcas s skin , 
0 . 9J ;  percent fat in whole loin with percent c arc ass fat ,  0.93 and 
perc ent l e a.'11. in whoJ. e loin with percent c �r cass lee.n ,  O .  89 . Associa­
tions betwe en perc ent c arcass  weight in clo s ely trj_mmed prirr.tal cuts , in 
comblnation or irnJi vidua.lly ,  were no t high enough to be of predictive 
value in esti"71atin g dis s ectible c a:rc ass fat or l e an. The percent of 
c arc as s as lea.11 prim �l cuts was correlated with total c arc ass le an 
( 0  .. 68 ) and with tot al c ar c ass  fat ( - . 64) . Percent of c arc ass weight 
in trinnned ha'Jl was correlat ed with tot al carcass lean ( 0. 60 ) and with 
total c arc ass fat ( - . 60 ) .  Lu tl al. ( 19.58 ) showed the relationship 
which exis ted between various cuts and the carc as s es .. They reported 
that a s  c arcass length incr e�.s ed there was a tendency for a decrease 
in ham lean an<l loin fat . Zobri sky et aJ.:.. ( 19.59b ) showed a hi gh 
corr el ation (0 . 73 )  betwe en the 8m.Ount of fat trimmed from the skinned 
h am and · th e yield of fat from the car cass . Au.nan and 1t.1i.nt er s ( 19.52 ) 
obtained cor es fro:11 five sites within · the c arc as s and the se  cor es wer e 
then s eparat ed o  Th eir work indi c at ed th2.t the  core from th e fifth to 
sixth rib s e ct:ton of the belly h ad the hi gh e s t  corr ela.tion ( O . 79:tO . 04 ) 
with th e ac tual lea.."'1 content o f  the c arcas s .  Alsmeyer ( 1957 ) at the 
Tenth Annu al Recipro c tl Heat Con feren ce reported that C2hill , Sutton 
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and Kunkle at Ohio State obtained high correlations between area of 
longissimus dorsi at the 10th rib and weight and percentage of primal • 
cuts. Alsmeyer also reported that Fredeen, I3owman and Stothart compared 
several techniques of estimating carcass l eanness and . reported a high 
association of loin eye area at the last rib with percent lean of the 
ham. They found the percent of l ean in the proximal face of the ham a 
superior measure of carcass leanness when compared to the loin eye area 
measure. 
Physical separation is usually employed on one side only. 
Results from Breidenstein et al. (1963 ) clearly indicated that bilateral 
symmetry prevailed. Side differences for all physical and chemical 
measurements were nonsignificant. Bowman et &• (1962 ) indicated that 
the lean of the carcass was separated with the greatest . accuracy and 
bone with the least . In an analysis of side to side variation they 
indicated that specific gravity and linear measurements of backfat and 
length could be taken on one side . However , Gatherurn (1957 ) indicated 
that both sides of the carcass must be measured for backfat and length 
to get a representative figure. Lasley and Kline (1957 ) working with 
222 barrows reported the �eft side averaged heavier, yielded heavier 
loins, hams, picnics , lean cuts and primal cuts but lighter bellies 
and boston butts. Failure to divide the carcass into equal halves was 
partly responsible for the differences. The coefficient of variation 
was largest for the cuts which required several cutting steps. They 
also indicated the advantage of separating both sides was diminished 1 as 
the repeatability in separation was increased. No significant side 
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differenc e was found for loin eye a.r e a .  They attribut ed on e..:.h al f  of 
the cutting variati on for l e an cut s to the l aclc of precision in cutti ng 
the loin . Ha."71 wei ght is mor e r eliably estimated th an is any other 
· whol esa...le cut or c ombi nation of cut s .  If only one side i s  evaluat�d, 
it i s  import2nt th at it be always t he saine side.  They indic e.t ed th at 
when both sides of th e car c as s  were sep arated a.'rld aver aged greater 
preci sion was 2.chieved . Breidenstein tl �- ( 19 64 ) reported that 
bilat eral as:rnnnet:r-y we.s not detec ted and th e differ enc e from l eft to 
right sides m ay b e  wholly at tribut abl e to experimental error . 
Stouffer and BurGkar-t ( 1965 )  showed simple correl ations among the 
folloi,.Ji. ng : tot aJ. weight of l e an i n  the c ar c ass  ver sus ha'rl weight , O. 82 ; 
lean in the· h2.m ,  0 . 9J ;  lean in the loin , 0 . 82 ;  loin eye ar e a  at the l ast 
rib, 0 . 72 and l e an in the shoulder , 0. 72. They reported a simple 
correlation of 0 ., 83 between to tal f at in the carc as s  and fat in the 
loin. Stouffe1· and Burgkart al so obtained a multiple correlation 
coeffici ent o f  O .  9 2  by associating loin eye area at the l a.s t  rib and 
weight of the h am with weight of the s eparable lean in the c arc ass .  
Zobriskv et al .  ( 1959 a ) demonstrated that loin eye ar ea and yield o f  .., -- -
loin . ham or shotLld er were correlated with the yield of four l ean cut s .  
Thes e s a�e variables were signi fi c antly correl at ed with th e yi eld o f  
t h e  five prim al cut s bu t to a l e s s er degree than with the four lean 
cut s . 
Henry et ..al• ( 1963 )  reported hi ghl.y si gn�fic ant correl ation s 
betwe en percent lean cuts and per cent protein of various cuts . The 
authors indi cated. th at a highly si gnifi cant correl ation ex:i.sted b etween 
per cent l ean cu ts and J.on :r' . s s:i. m ns do1 si  ar- e a .  O f  all the variable s • 
# .  • ... ,.-4.....__ 
Henry s tudied , the per c ent sl.cinne h ron  was th0 mo s t  hi ghl y as so ci ated 
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with l ean cut s ., Carperi t er and K ine; ( 1964 ) r epor ted that loin eye area ,  
ham width , percent h a.rn , loin or shonlder and c arc ass value were si gnifi­
c antly aJ1d positively as soc iat ecl with perc(:mt l e m  cut s with simple 
corr el ation co effi c ient s of: 0 . 54 ,  0 . 45 , 0 . 74,  0 . 75 ,  0 . 78 and 0 . 59 ,  
respe cti vely. �oum an �t .?J. • ( 1962 ) i 1·i di c a tn<l th e wei ghts of lean and 
fat in the h arr. wer e hi ghJ y as soci o ted wi th le anness ( O .  9 2 ) . 
Judr:o ( 196  ' )  r eporting on co:11p 2ri sons of g eneti c ally �in1il ar 
barrows and gilt s indic ated that gilt dc> ..ta wer e gener ally l ess Y2.ri able 
thc? .... Yl th at of barrows . Corr elation co effi cients between londs simus 
9-.. 0.�i al"ea ·and. th e wej_ ght of loin edible portion were much lower for 
gilts than for b arrows . Bru ner and Van Stavern ( 1961 )  reported that 
loin eye size and percent l e an cuts were si gnific antly corr el ated with 
the a�e group for eilt s .  They indi cated that a s  gi lts matur e the loin 
eye tends to be l arger c111d the percentaq;e of l e an cut s greater . 
Pe ar son �t al . (1959 )  repo rted results that indic at ed the depth 
of lumbar lean c an  bo us ed as an indic�tor of loin eye area,,  The ratio 
of depth o f  lun1b ar l e an plus fat to depth of ltunbar lean was equally as 
r eliable an indicator of loin eye ar ea and had the added advant age of 
b eing a go od indi cator of c arcas s cutouts . r h eir findings su ggest that 
either the depth of ·the mlLltifj_du� dorsi  or the over- c1J.l depth of the 
above and the _g:1ut2-l s medins flla.y be used to indi c ate s iz e  of loin eye . 
They r eported th2.t thi s technique was more e ffective in evaluating light 
wei ght ho g s  t h �  h e avy hogs . They h ast ened to add th2.t thi s index had 
iittle adva:.Y1t aee over the use o f  b ackfa.t thicknes s .  Whit eman a.11.d 
Whatl ey ( 1953 ) utili z ed th e are a of the . ha.tTI in similar work. They 
us ed two methods in obt aining area ; namely , a.s a pro duct of l en gth 
ti-rries width and me asm ... emcn t of ar en. with a p1 animeter . Their findings 
indicated that the pl anime t er me asm•e was more accur at e ; howev-er , it 
was less  clo sely ass0ciat ed wi th carc as s l eann es s th an eith er specific 
gr avity or back fat thickne s s .  
Another m ethod o f  d et erminj_ng  relatiYe c arc ass v-alue is the 
chernic2l an ,9.lysi s of the c arca s s  for moisture , prot ein , fat and ash .  
Wa-rner .tl_ �1_. ( 1934) wheri. evctluat:i_ng cutting yields as an index of 
fatnes s  indi c at ed th at the chemic ally determined fat in the ed:i.ble 
portion WD.s · hi ghly corr el at ed ( O o  91±0 .. 01 ) with the perc ent yield of 
fat cuts . Pe arson et �1 . (1957 ) reporting on results from Kline and 
Haz el ( 1955 ) alon g with Pric e  et _a.l . (1957 ) i ndicated th at data on 
cutout and chemi c aJ_ an alysis demonstr ated that the "loin eye" is n ot 
clos ely correlat ed wi th total mus cling of the entire carc as s .  
Live weir,ht h as a marked influence upon body composition. 
Varney et al . ( 1962 ) report ed on th e results of a tri al involvin g two 
groups of 30 Ha.mps�ire bar�ows averaging 159 and 21 5 lb. The 215 lb. 
ho gs had high er c arcass yi elds than the 159 lb . hogs . However , the 
heavi er ho gs had 0 . 4  in . more backfat and si gnifi c antly le ss loin eye 
ar e a  wh en expres s ed ·as sq . in . per cwt . carca.s s e  In percent o f  total 
wei ght of ind i vidual cuts th e he avy ho gs were high er in boneless ham 
but al so hir,h er in ham fat and skin . In contr ast , the l:t ght group was 
higher in boneless-defatted ham and boneless- defatted ha.rn cushion but 
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hi.gher in ham bone . This indicates a greater ratio of lean to fat in 
the light hogs with the advantage being diminished s·omewhat by the 
higher bone percent. The heavier hogs yielded a higher percent of 
skinless smoked bacon. The light hogs were higher in . percent of lean 
and primal cuts on a live weight and carcass basis. The heavier hogs 
were higher in percent of lard stock available. In an earlier study 
Warner .tl al. (19.34) using heavy hogs (250 lb. or- more) and lighter 
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hogs (less than 130 lb. ) reported the heavy hogs possessed the largest 
percent of fat and the smallest percent yield of two lean cuts (ham and 
loin ) .  A correlation between weight of trimmed h am  and loin expressed 
as a percentage of entire cold carcass and the fat content of the 
edible portion of the carcass was -. 77. The results obtained from 
these correlations indicate a high relationship between changes in 
actual fatness of a hog and changes in the percent of its various parts 
or cuts. 
Mullins et al. (1960 ) reported the results of a trial involving 
100 pigs divided by sex, weight and litter into two lots. Results 
indicated that carcasses from 220 lb. hogs had greater backfat thickness, 
higher dressing percent and a high�r percent fat trim. Carcasses from 
the 160 lb. hogs had a higher percent of four lean cuts, primal cuts and 
a larger loin eye area per unit of carcass weight. · Wallace � al. (1959 ) 
worked with 128 pigs in weight groups of 150, 180, 210 and- 240 lb. They 
reported an average backfat thickness of 1. 12, 1. 26, 1. 47 and 1 .·51 in. · 
and percent lean cuts of 53 . 77 , 53 . 35, 51. 06 and 49. 33 for the weight 
groups of 150, 180, 210 an:i 240 lb. , respectively. Field et al. (1961 )  
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conducted a study comparing light (160 lb. ) and normal market weight 
hogs (200 lb. ) .  They reported the lighter hogs produced significantly· 
more lean cuts , ham, loin , pi cnic and boston butt , and more primal cuts , 
ham,  loin , picnic , boston butt and belly. They demonstrated that the 
extra value of  these well muscled light hogs offset the added packer 
cost of processing them . 
Buck (1963 ) made a comparison of 360 pigs slaughtered at three 
different weights , 150 , 200 and 260 lb. Results o f  the growth between 
150 to 200 lb. indic ated that on the average an increase of 15. 5 lb. of 
lean was accompanied by 16. 0 lb. of fat and skin and 2. 5 lb. bone. 
Growth between 200 to 260 lb. indicated that hogs (males ) put on 16. 0 
lb. of lean with 24. 0  lb-:-- of fat and skin and 2. 5  lb. of bone while gilts 
put on 19. 0  lb. of lean ,  21. 2  lb� of fat and skin and 2 . 5  lb . of bone. 
For both s exes but especi ally for males the increase  in fat and skin as 
a percentage of  the lean increase was greater during this 200 to 260 lb. 
growth interval than the corresponding values in the 150 to 200 lb. 
interval. Buck reported that weights of th e  different cuts as a percent 
of the side weight does not appear to change much between slaughter 
weights .  The carcass becomes less l ean as sl"aughter weight increases 
and this difference in leanness is more pronounced between 200 to 260 lb. 
than between 150 to 200 lb. Buck indicated th at for all cuts and for 
both s exes the percent of  lean meat added in the range of  200 to 260 lb. 
live weight is less than that for the range of 150 to 200 lb. 
The results o f  an experiment involving 80 pigs divided into groups 
l to 4, 100 to 120 lb. , 130 to 150 lb . , 160 to 180 lb . and 190 to 210 
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lb. , were discussed by FJnerson et al. (1964). Significant ( P ( . 01 )  
differences between each weight group were observed in backfat thick­
ness , carcass length and area of loin eye. Significant differences were 
also noted in dressing percent and percent of lean cuts from carcass 
weight groups 1 to 3 . As slaughter weight decreased, there was a 
decrease in carcass length , dressing percent and loin eye area and an 
increase in the percent of primal and lean cuts. Percent lean cuts on a 
carcass basis decreased from 57 . 5  to 53 . 2  and percent primal cuts on a 
carcass basis decreased from 69. 0 to 65 . 9  for weight groups 1 to 4, 
respectively. Physical separation of the rough ham indicated that 
percent bone decreased from 10 . 1  to 7. 9, percent lean d ecreased from 
63. 5 to 52 . 2  and percent fat increased from 22. 0 to 29 . 5  for weight 
groups 1 to 4, respectively. McCa�pbell and Baird (19 61)  reported on 
carcass evaluation of swine slaughtered at four weights : lot l = 170, 
lot 2 = 190 .  lot 3 = 210 and lot 4 = 230 lb. The percent lean cuts and 
primal cuts decreased as market weight increased (based on weight off 
test ) ,  lot 1 = 37 . 5 ,  45 . 6 , lot 2 = 36. 3 ,  45 . 2 , lot 3 = 36. 2 , 44. 7 and 
lot 4 = 35. 1 ,  44. 7 • .Analysis of variance results of the ratios of 
carcass length, average backfat and- loin eye ·area per cwt. carcass 
weight indicated that lot 1 was significantly higher th an lot 4 for 
carcass length and loin eye area ratios. Lu il &• (1958 ) indicated 
that as carcass weight increased the percentage of shoulder became 
greater while the percent of loin became less. There was no apparent 
effect upon the percent of ham and belly. 
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Bennett and Coles (1946 ) reported distinct sex differences with 
the gilts being heavier in the shoulder and ham but lighter in percent · 
middle than the barrows . In accordance with th es e results Hammond an::i 
Murray (1937 ) reported that when barrows and gilts were of  the same 
length the barrows had a thicker belly. Hetzer et al. (19.50 ) reported 
that gilts averaged 0 . 72% more lean in the ham than did the barrows . 
Heidenreick � al . (1961 )  indicated that gilts had les s  fat -and were 
smaller in heart girth and flank circumference than the barrows . 
Cuthbertson and Pomeroy (1962 )  demonstrated that bone completes· 
a greater proportion of its growth earlier in life , while the rate of 
fat deposition increased with age . Breidenstein et al . (1963 ) reported 
the femur weight was significantly heavier in barrows than in gilts , 
although the barrows had lighter · ha.rn muscles .  This would suggest that 
muscle  and bone development may not be directly r elated . 
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METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
The project consisted of 64 pigs , 32 Yorkshires and 32 
-Hampshires . One-half of each breed was females ,  the other half barrows. 
The pigs were allotted shQrtly after weaning into lots consisting of 
16 pigs each ( weight groups ) .  Each weight group was balanced according 
to breed and sex.  All the pigs were fed a similar balanced ration and 
managed in the same manner . The desired final weights were 150 , 180 , 
210 and 240 lb. When a pig reached the predetermined weight plus 10 
lb. , it was removed from the feeding trial . The desired weight for each 
weight group was based on a 24 hour shrink r ather tha.n an off-feed 
basis .  
After reaching the desired off-feed weight, the pigs were trans­
ported to the holding facilities at the South Dakota State University 
meat l aboratory. In the holding facilities the pigs were subjected to 
a 24 hour shrink with access to water but not feed.  
Before slaughter each animal was weighed to  the nearest pound on 
the scale in the holding facility. Directly following the weighing , 
the pig was taken to the slaughter area,  stunned , hung up and bled. 
After bleeding, the excess blood was. wiped from the exterior of the 
carcass and the carcass was weighed to obtain a blood weight by differ­
ence .  The pig was then scalded in 143° F .  water and the hair and toe­
nails were . removed. Following the - hair removal , the carcass was wiped 
dry and weighed to obtain a hair and toenail weight by difference. 
Next , the head was removed at the atlas joint , leaving the jowls on the 
carcas s .  The tongue was removed from the head and the head and tongue 
were weighed to the nearest one-tenth lb. 
The carcass was then opened down the ventral midline. The 
compl ete vis cera was removed and weighed as a singl e unit.  The liver 
and spleen were then s eparated from the viscera and wei ghed individu­
ally. Next , the c aul fat was removed from the stomach and weighed. 
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The stomach was cut from the small intestine adjacent to the pylorus. , 
weighed , emptied ,  washed and weighed empty. The wei ght o f  the contents 
of the stomach was obtained by difference . The ruffle fat from both 
the large and sm all intestine was removed and a weight was obtained 
for each portion . The lar ge and small inte stine were each weighed 
full , washed out and an -empty weight was recorded. The content of the 
large and small intestine was figured by differenc e .  The combined 
weight of the reproductive tract and visceral trimmings was recorded . 
The leaf fat and kidneys were removed from the c arcass and weighed 
separately. The sternum was split , and the pluck was removed and 
weighed. The heart and lungs were cut from the pluck and a s eparate 
weight was recorded for each. The carcass  was split into two equal 
halves using a power s aw. The last step o f  th e slaug.l-i ter procedure was 
to obt ain a hot carcass weight before going to the cooler.  
The carcasses were chilled for at least 48 hours at a temperature · 
of J6 to JSo F. Backfat and length me asurements were t aken at 24 and 
48 hours on both the right and left sides . Average 48 hour measurements 
from both sid es were  u sed in the analysis .  Wholesale cuts were made1 
according to the proc edure as outlined in the Proceedings of the Fifth 
JO 
Annual Reciprocal Neat Conference by Cole (1952 ) and weighed. Trimming 
as described in the following detailed procedure for· each cut was 
completed before a trimmed whol esale cut weight was obtained (Fletcher, 
1964 ) .  Further processing involved the separation of each wholesale 
cut into edible portion , bone and fat trim components .  The edible 
portion (hereafter referred to as E. P. ) is used to denote that portion 
of the lean which was trimmed to one-fourth in. external fat.  In the 
boning process excessive intermuscular fat deposits were also removed. 
All weights were recorded to the nearest . one-tenth lb. Both right and 
left sides of each carcass were cut and the weights used in the analysis 
of variance are an average of the individual cuts from each side. 
manner. 
The individual wholesale cuts were handled in the following 
A.  Shoulder 
1 .  A six by nine in. sheet of acetate tracing paper was 
placed at the dorsal edge o·f the shoulder on the cut 
surface between the shoulder and loin. The tracings 
included lean thickness, fat thickness , neck bones and 
the blade bqne. The lean thickness (A-B)  and fat --
thickness (B-C) were measured perpendicular to the 
ventral junction of the multifidus dorsi (D) and the 
area of the third to fourth thoracic vertebrae (E) as 
shown in figure 1 .  
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Figure l .  Lean thickness ( A-B )  and fat thickness ( B-C )  measures o f  the shoulder. 
\.,J 
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2. The green weight of the shoulder included the shoulder 
proper with the foot intact, arrl the neck bones and 
jowl removed . 
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J. The trimmed weight was obtained after removing the clear 
plate down two-thirds of the length of the shoulder, 
trimming the fat to one-fourth in. and removing the 
foot. 
4. - The weight of the E. P .  included the weight of the boned 
and tied boston butt, pic�ic and all the lean trim from 
the shoulder. 
5 . The bone weight included the scapula, humerus, radius­
ulna but · excluded the foot weight. 
6. The boneless roast weight was comprised of the boned 
and tied boston butt and picnic. 
7. The fat weight included both the fat and skin weight 
from the shou.lder. 
B. Ham 
1. The ham tracing made on a six by nine in. sheet of 
acetate tracing paper, at the cut surface between the --
ham and loin, included the l ean and fat thickness and 
the cross section of the femur. The lean thickness 
( .A-B )  and fat thickness ( B-C) were measured on an axis 
perpendicular to the lateral surface of the femur as 
shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Lean thickness ( A-B) and fat thickness ( B-C)  measures of the ham. 
\..t,) 
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2 .  The green weight included the entire ham with the foot 
intact. 
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J .  The trimmed weight included the h am  with the foot removed 
about one in. above the tibia-fibula tarsal joint with 
the skin and fat trimmed uniformly to one-fourth in. 
down one-half the length of the ham. 
4. The E. P. weight included the ham with the remaining skin 
removed, the fat trimmed to one-fourth in. , the bones 
removed plus the lean trim. 
5 . The bone weight of the ham included part of the pelvic 
girdle , the femur, tibia-fibula and coccygeal vertebrae 
but did not include the foot weight . 
6 .  The boneless roast weight was comprised of the boned and 
tied ham. 
7. The fat weight included both the fat and skin removed 
from the ham. 
c. Loin 
1. The loin was cut between the 10th and 11th rib and a 
tracing was _made on acetate tracing pap�x:- which included __ .,,. . .  •·· 
the longissimus dorsi muscle only arrl the fat covering 
of the muscle.  The lean thickness ( A-B) arrl fat 
thickness ( B-C)  were measured perpendicular to the mid­
point of the longitudinal axis of the longissimus . dorsi 
as shown in figure J .  The area o f  the longissimus dorsi 
I 
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Figure J .  Lean thickness ( A-B) and fat thickness ( B-C) · . 
measures of the loin. 
\..,) 
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was measured in sq . in. using  a compensating polar 
planimeter . o 
2.  The green weight consisted of the intact loin. 
3 .  The trimmed loin weight included the loin with the fat­
back removed leaving one-fourth in. of fat uniformly 
over the loin . 
4. The E. P. weight included the boneless loin roast , 
tenderloin and the lean trim . 
5 . The bone weight was composed of a small portion of the 
scapula, and the ribs and vertebra normally found in the 
·�: · . 
loin .  
6. The weight- of the boneless loin roast was recorded 
s eparately. 
7 . The fat weight was comprised of all the fat and skin 
removed from the loin. 
D .  Side 
1. The green weight of the side did not include the weight 
of the spare ribs . 
2 .  The trim.med weight included the side after removal of 
the teat line and additional squaring. 
3 . The trimmed belly was separated into fat, skin and the 
lean trim which approximated a lean fat ratio of 3 :1.  
4. The total lean trim obtained from the side was combined 
for the E. P. weight. 
5 . The fat weight of the side included the fat trimmed 
from the side plus the skin weight. 
E. Bone cuts 
1 .  The spare ribs a.nd neck bones were incl:uded in this 
group. 
2 . The E. P. weight was the total lean trim from the sp.are · 
ribs and neck bones. 
J .  The bone weight included the neck bones , ribs and 
sternum. 
F. Jowl 
1. The E. P. weight included all the lean after removal of 
the excessive fat. 
2 .  The fat weight included fat and skin removed from the 
jowl . 
G. Foot 
1 .  futh feet were weighed intact.  
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All data were placed upon IBM cards and the analysis of variance 
obtained using the factorial design with equal subclass numbers. Simple 
correlations were also calc.ulated using the computer. The data for 
these relationships will be presented in the section immediately 
following the discussion of the analysis of variance • 
• 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Live weight was the major variable in this experiment. 
Therefore, the effect of live weight on each weight , measurement or 
percentage will be discussed first followed by discussion of  breed, 
. sex and the interactions . Means for each variable are listed in the 
appendix by weight group, breed and sex .  
Rate of daily gain ( table 1 )  was significantly influenced by 
weight, breed and sex. The average daily gain for the four weight 
groups was 1.14 lb. per day with a standard deviat:i.on of 0. 12 lb. The 
mean rate of gain for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups was 1 .  09, 
1 . 08, 1. 20 and 1. 20 lb. ,_!espectively. The Hampshires gained 1 ;17 lb. 
per day as compared to the Yorkshires which gained 1 . 12 lb. per day. 
This difference was significant ( P ( . 05 ) .  There was a highly signifi­
cant ( P  ( . 01 )  difference between sexes as the barrows gained 1 . 20 lb. 
per day compared to the gilts which gained 1 . 09 lb. per day. 
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Animal age at slaughter, which varied from 152 to 211 days for the 
150 and 240 lb. weight groups ,  respectively, was significantly ( P (.  . 01 )  
influenced by weight and sex. The gilts were 190 days and the barrows 
·-
were 174 days old at slaughter time:· There was a difference of six 
days in age between the Yorkshires and Hampshires ; however, this differ-,. 
ence was not significant. 
Slaughter Weights and Measurements 
Head weight ( table 1 )  was significantly influenced by weight 
( P (. 01 )  and the breed x sex interaction ( P <.,. 05 ) . The group means were 
TABLE l.  
Source 
Weight 
Breed 
Sex 
Weight x breed· 
Weight x sex 
Breed x sex 
Residual 
. Total 
* P ( . 05 . 
** P ( . 01 .  
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR RATE OF DAILY GAIN,  ANIMAL AGE AT SLAUGHTER , HEAD 
WEIGHT , VISCERA WEIGHT , PLUCK WEIGHT , LIVER WEIGHT AND SPLEEN WEIGHT 
Mean sguares 
Rate of Animal aee Head Vis cera. Pluck Liver 
d . f. daily gain at slaughter wt. wt.  wt. wt .  
3 0 . 07** 9.596. 93**  37. 29** 90 . 0.5 ** 2 . 75 ** 1 . 11 ** 
l 0 . 04* 669 • .51 0 . 10 0 . 02 1 .96** 1 . 29 **  
1 0 . 21** 3921 . 89** 0 . 06 I 1 . 56 o . oo o . oo 
3 0 . 01 247 .94 0 . 38 2. 68 0 . 01 0 . 01 
3 o . oo 117. 48 0. 67 0 . 15 0 . 30 0 . 03 
1 o . oo 40 . 64 2. J6* 11. 56 0 . 08 0 . 15 
.51 0. 01 228 . 37 0 �45 4. 06 0 .17 0 .10 
63 
Spleen 
wt .  
o. 09 **  
0 . 01 
O. OJ * 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
\.,.,) 
'° . 
8. 5 ,  10 . 0, 11 . 0  and 12. 1  lb. for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups, 
respectively. 
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Total viscera weight ( table l )  increased significantly ( P  ( .  01 ) 
from 15. 7 to 21 .1  lb . as live weight increased from 150 to 240 lb. The 
total mean for the complete viscera was 18. 0 1b. with a standard 
deviation of 2. 8 lb. 
The complete pluck weight (table 1)  was significantly (P ( . 01)  
influenced by weight groups and breeds • . The means were 3 . 3, 3. 9, 4.1 
and 4. 3 lb. for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. 
When groups were combined, the mean was 3.9 lb. with a standard 
deviation of 0 . 56 lb. A highly significant ( P ( . 01 )  difference existed 
in pluck weight between the Hampshire arrl Yorkshire breeds. The 
Harnpshires had a pluck weight of ·4. 1 lb. · and the Yorkshires had a 3.7 
lb. pluck. 
Weight and breed significantly ( P  < . 01)  influenced liver weight, 
also ( table 1 ). The mean liver weights were 2 . 7, 2 . 8, 3 . 0 and 3. 3 lb. 
for the 150, 180 , 210 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. The Hampshires 
showed a mean liver weight of 3.1 lb. while the Yorkshire mean weight 
was 2 . 8 lb. · 
--
The spleen weight (table 1 )  was significantly influenced by 
weight {P ( . 01 )  and sex ( P ( . 05 ). The mean spleen weights were 0. 29, 
O. J6, 0. 38 and 0 . 47 lb. for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups, 
respectively.  The gilts had a slightly heavier spleen weight than the 
barrows . 
The analyses of variance for the weight of the caul fat, full 
stomach, empty stomach, stomach contents, full small · intestine, empty 
small intestine and small intestine contents are given in table 2. 
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As live weight increased, caul fat weight and full stomach weight 
increased signi ficantly (P ( . 01 ). The caul fat mean weight for all pigs 
was 0. 5 lb. , whereas the means ranged from 0. 36 to 0 . 61 lb. for the 150 
and the 240 lb. groups, respectively. The mean full stomach weights for 
the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups were 1. 4, 1. 7 ,  1. 8 and 2. 0 lb. , 
respectively. 
Weight of the empty stomach was significantly influenced by 
weight ( P  <. .  01 ) and the interactions weight x s ex ( P <. .  05) and b1•eed 
x sex ( P (. 05 ). The m ean·s were 1.11, 1. 34, 1. 41 and 1. 60 lb. for the 
150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb. groups, - r espectively. Table 3 is presented 
to show the means for the weight x sex interaction. 
Empty stomach weight was highest for the barrows in the 150 and 
210 lb. groups. The females  had a slightly higher empty stomach weight 
in the 180 lb. group and both sexes showed the s ame empty stomach 
weight for the 240 lb. group. 
The means for the breed x sex interaction are li sted in table 4. 
- -· 
In the Yorkshire breed the females showed the heaviest empty 
stooiach wei ght ; however , in the Hampshire breed the barrows had the 
heaviest empty stomach weight. 
Source 
Weight 
Breed 
Sex 
Weight x breed 
Weight x sex 
Breed x sex 
Residual 
Total 
* P ( . 05 . 
** P <.  . 01 .  
TABLE 2 .  ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR THE WEIGHT OF  CAUL FAT , FULL STOMACH , 
EMPTY STOMACH , STOMACH CONTENTS , FULL SMALL INrESTINE, EMPTY SMALL 
INTESTINE AND SHALL INTFSTINE CONTENTS 
Caul Full 
rat stomach 
d. f. wt. wt. 
3 0 .19**  1 . 06** 
1 0 .11 o . oo 
1 o . oo 0 .11 
3 0 . 04 0 . 09 
3 \ 0 . 08 0 . 02 
1 0 . 01 o . oo 
51 0 . 03 0 .14 
63 
Mean squares 
Empty 
stomach 
wt. 
o . 63 * *  
0. 02 
0 . 01 
0 . 02 
0 . 09* 
0 .11* 
a • 
0 . 03 
I 
! 
Stomach 
contents 
wt. 
0 . 07 
o . oo 
0 . 29 
0 . 05 
0 . 06 
0 . 05 
0 . 09. 
Full Empty 
small small 
intestine intestine 
wt. wt.  
0 . 54 0 . 18 
o . oo o . 47 
0 . 79 0. 47 
0 . 75 0 . 06 
0 . 51 0 . 26 
0 . 29 · 0 . 38 
0 . 63 0 . 32 
Small 
intestine 
contents 
wt. 
· 0 . 12 
0 . 54 
0. 02 
0 . 36 
0 . 04 
0 . 07 
0 . 17· 
-t:­
N 
I . 
Sex 
Females 
Barrows 
Breed 
Yorkshire 
Hampshire 
. T.ABLE 3. MEAl'JS FOR THE WEIGHT X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR EMPTY STOMACH WEIGHT 
1. 07 
1. 16 
., .  Weight,.z lb • 
180 210 
1. 36 
1. 33 
1. 36 
1 . 46 
TABLE 4. MEAt"IS FOR THE BREh.7) X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR EMPTY STOMACH WEIGHT 
Females 
1. 40 
1. 36  
Sex 
43 
240 
1. 60 
1. 60 
Barrows 
1 . 30 
1. 42 
The analyses of variance for weight of stomach contents, full 
small intestine weight , empty small intestine weight and small 
intestine contents weight indicated that · they were not affected by 
weight, breed or sex. This may have been true because the pigs were 
all held off feed 24 hours before slaughter. The constant shrink would 
tend to equalize the weight of the viscera contents particularly in the 
first part of the intestinal tract. 
Table 5 gives the analyses of variance for weight of the full 
large intestine , empty large intestine , large intestine contents, total 
ruffle fat, total visceral contents ,  leaf fat and total mesenteric fat. 
All of these weights except total visceral contents were significantly 
influenced by live weight. 
TABLE 5 .  ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR WEIGHT OF FULL LARGE INTESTINE, EMPrY LARGE INTESTINE, 
LARGE INTESTINE CONTENTS , TOTAL RUFFLE FAT , TOTAL VISCERAL CONTENTS , 
LEAF FAT AND TOTAL MESENTERIC FAT 
Mean squares 
Full E}npty Large Total Total Total 
large large intestine ruffle visceral Leaf mesenteric 
intestine intestine contents fat contents fat fat 
Source d. f. wt. wt. wt. wt. wt. wt. wt. 
Weight 3 14. 06** 3 .41** 4. 30* 2. 33**  5. 63 20 . 80**  3 . 76** 
Breed 1 4. 36 0 . 01 5. 82* 1 0 .18 3 . 66 1 . 76 0. 53 
Sex 1 2 .44 0 .12 1 . 35 0 .42 0 .11 1. 27 0 . 36 
Weight x breed 3 2.18 1.10 *  0 . 57 0 . 05 o .49 0 . 04 o . o4 
Weight x sex 3 p. 70 0 . 01 0. 59 0 .13 0 . 78 0 . 54 0 . 2.5 
Breed x sex 1 . . 12. 69** 1 . 82* 5 . 0l* 0 . 05 3 . 66 0 .49 0 . 09 
Residual 51 1 . .5.5 0 . 28 1. 20 . 0 . 23 1 . 93 0 � 51 0 . 26 
Total 63 
* P ( . 05. 
** P< . 0l.  
t 
Full large intestine weight was significantly influenced by 
weight ( P  < . Ol )  a.nd the breed x sex interaction ( P  ( � 01 ) .  The mean 
weight of the full large intestine of all pigs was 5 . 2  lb . with a 
standard deviation of 1 . 54 lb. The deviation from the mean was - . 9 , 
- . 6 , 0 . 1  and 1 . 2  lb. for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb. groups , respec­
tively. The details of the breed x sex ·interaction are reported in 
table 6. 
TABLE 6 .  MEANS FOR THE BREED X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR FULL LARGE INTESTINE WEIGHT 
Sex 
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Breed Females . Barrows 
Yorkshire 
Hampshj_re  
6. 07 
4. 66 
4. 79 
5.16 
The Yorkshire females had a greater full large intestine weight 
than the Yorkshire barrows . However , the Hampshire barrows had a 
heavier full large intestine weight than the Hampshire females. 
Data for the empty large intestine weight revealed significant 
differences due to weight ( P ( . 01 )  and two interactions , weight x breed 
----· 
{ P  < . 05 )  and breed x sex ( P  <.. . 05 ) . The over-all mean for the empty 
large intestine weight was 2 . 94 lb. with a standard deviation of 0 . 69 
lb. The means were 2 . 50 ,  2 . 67 ,  J . 08 and ·3 . 54 lb. for the 150 , 180 , 210 
and 240 lb. groups , respectively. The means  for the weight x breed 
interaction are listed in table ?.  
Breed 
Yorkshire 
Hampshire 
. TABLE 7 . MEANS FOR THE WEI GHT X BREED INTERACTION 
FOR EMPTY LAR GE INT ES TINE WEI GHT 
150 
2. 21 
2. 79 
Weight, lb. 
180 210 . 
2 . 74 J. 00 
2. 61 3.15 
240 
J. 88 
J . 20 
The empty large intestine weight was greatest in the� Yorkshire 
breed as compared to the Harnpshires in the 180 and 240 lb. groups. 
The HarnpsM.res recorded the heaviest empty large intestine weight in 
the 150 and the 210 lb. group s. This interaction may have been due to 
considerably heavier empty l arge intestine wei ghts in the Hampshire 
breed at the 150 lb.  weight with the reverse being true at the 240 lb� 
weight. The differences between breeds were much less at both of the 
intermediate weights.  Table 8 lists the means for the breed x sex 
interaction. 
TABLE 8 .  MEANS FOR THE EMPTY LARGE INTESTINE WEI GHT 
FOR THE BREED X SEX HJTERACTION 
Sex 
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Breed Females Barrows 
Yorkshire 
. Hampshire 
3 . 17 
2. 81 
2. 74 
3. 06 
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The Yorkshire females had heavier empty large intestine weights 
than the Yorkshire barrows ; conversely , the Hampshire barrows showed a · 
greater empty large intestine weight than the Hampshire females. 
Significant differences (P ( . 05 )  for weight, breed and the breed 
x sex interaction were noted for the weight of  the large intestine 
· contents . The contents of the large intestine may be one of the factors 
·affecting dressing percent. The weights of the large intestine contents 
were 1 . 76 ,  2 . 03 ,  1 . 96 and 2 . 93 lb. for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. 
groups , respectively. The analysis indicated the Yorkshires had a 
heavier large intestine content weight (2. 47 lb. ) as compared to the 
Hampshires (1. 87 lb. ) �  This difference was due largely to the differ­
ence noted in the females-- of the two breeds as the Yorkshire and 
Hampshire barrows were similar in mean large intestine content weight. 
Means for the breed x sex interaction are presented in table 9 .  
Breed 
Yorkshire 
Hampshire 
TABLE 9. MEANS FOR THE LARGE INTESTINE CONTEN'f WEIGHT 
FOR THE BREED X SEX INTERACTION 
Sex 
Females 
2. 89 
1. 73 
Barrows 
2. 00 
2. 04 
The Yorkshire breed exhibited a higher large intestine content 
weight for the females, but the Hampshire breed 
1
displayed a greater 
content weight for the barrows as compared to the females . 
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The total ruffle fat weight was significantly ( P <.  . 01 )  -influenced 
by weight groups . The over-all mean for the four weight groups was 
2 . 59 lb. with a standard deviation of 0 � 56 lb. The 150, 180 , 210 and 
240 lb. groups showed means of 2 . 28, 2. 29 , 2 . 74 and 3. 07 lb. ,  respec­
tively. 
The tota.l visceral contents were not significantly influenced by 
any of  the variables considered . This was expected because the pigs 
were all held off feed 24 hours before slaughter. 
Data for weight or leaf fat reveal significant (P  ( .  01) differ­
ences due to weight groups.  The combined mean was 3 . 58 lb. with a 
standard devie.tion of  0 .12 lb . The means increased from 2. 29 to 4.94 
lb. for the 150 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. 
The weight of the mesenteric fat increased significantly (P ( . 01) . 
from 2 . 64 to 3 . 69 lb.  for the 150 and 240 lb. groups, respectively, as 
live weight increased. 
Carcass Evaluation 
Analyses of variance for dressing percent, average carcass 
backfat, average carcass length and loin eye area are given in table 10. 
The results of this study indicated that dressing percent was signifi­
cantly influenced by weight groups only. The total mean dressing 
percent was 72 . 5% vdth a standard deviation of l . 87�. The means were 
?1 . 2, 71 . 7 ,  73 . 2 and 73. 8% for the 150 , 180, 210 and ·240 lb . groups, 
TABLE 10 . ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR DRESSING PERCENT , AVERAGE CARCASS BACKFAT , 
AVERAGE CARCASS LENGTH /u\JD AVERAGE LOIN EYE AREA 
Mean s9uares 
Average Average 
Dressing carcass carcass 
Source d.f. percent backfat length 
Weight 3 24.16** 0 . 33**  30 . 68 **  
Breed 1 8 . 85 I 0 .10 8 • .59 **  
Sex 1 0 .9.5 o . 42**  1 . 34* 
Weight x breed 3 0 • .54 0 . 03 0 • .57 
Weight x sex 3 0 . 38 0 . 02 0 . 33 
Breed x sex 1 8. 70 0 . 03 0 . 20 
Residual 51 2. 48 0 . 03 0 . 26 
Total 63 
* P <. . 05 .  
** P <. ·. 01 .  
Average 
loin eye 
area 
J . 80** 
2 . 6J* * 
0 . 81 * 
0 . 01 
0 .13· 
0 . 08 
0 . 16 
$ 
respectively. A relatively large in crease in dressing percent was 
observed between 180 and 210 lb. indicating a change - in body composi­
tion as pigs approa.ch 200 lb. 
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The mean average carcass backfat measurement which was signifi­
cantly ( P <  . 01 )  influen ced by weight and sex was 1 . JO in . As e.xpected, 
average backfat in creased as live weight increased. The difference 
between the 150 and 180 lb. groups was 0 . 03 in . However, there was a 
considerable increase in backfat thickness (0 . 21 in. ) between the 180 
and 210 lb. group, with the 210 and 240 lb. groups having nearly the 
- same average carcass backfat . The barrows had an average carcass 
backfat measurement of 1 . 38 in . compared to the gilts at 1. 22 in . 
These results agree with--those reported by Carpenter and King (1964) 
and Emerson � al . (1964) . 
Significant weight (P ( . 01 ), breed ( P <. . 01 )  ani sex (P  <. . 05 )  
differen ces were noted for average carcass len gth. The total mean for 
carcass length was 30 . 3  in . The weight group means increased by 
increments of 1 . 5 ,  0 . 9  and 0 . 9  in . from 28. 5 in . for the 150 lb. 
weight group. The Yorkshires displayed a longer carcass (JO . ? in . ) 
than the Ha.mpshires ( 29. 9 in . ) .  On the average the females (J0. 4 in . )  
_ ..... 
were slightly longer than the barrows (JO . l  in . ) . Charette (1961 ) and 
Emerson et al . (19 64) demonstrated that gilts possessed greater carcass 
length than barrows . 
Results of the analyses of variance support the findings of 
Emerson � al .  (19 64) and Mccampbell and Baird (1961 ) who demonstrated 
that loin eye area increases with increases in live weight. The 
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deviations from the over-all mean of 3. 87 sq. in. were - . 59 ,  - . 11, 0 .13 
and 0. 58 in . for the 150 to 240 lb. groups , respectively. The Hampshire 
breed exhibited a larger loin eye area (4. 07 sq . in� ) as compared to the 
Yorkshires ( 3 . 67 sq. in. ) .  Average loin eye area for the females was 
J. 98 sq. in . while the barrows had a J . 76 sq. in. loin eye area. 
Breidenstein tl al. (1963 ) showed similar relationships between sexes 
regarding loin eye area . 
The trimmed cut weights are used often when evaluating pork 
carcasses. The analyses of variance for _ average trimmed ham weight, 
average trimmed loin weight, average trimmed shoulder weight and average 
trimmed side weight are shown in table 11 . The average trim.med ham 
weight was significantly--influenced by weight (P ( . 01 )  and sex ( P ( . 05 ) .  
The means were 11 . 2, lJ. O, 14. 4 and 16. 5 lb. for the 150 ,  180, 21 0  and 
240 lb. groups, respectively. The combined mean was lJ . 8  lb. with a 
standard deviation of O.  21 lb. The females had a heavier trimmed ham 
weight (14. 0 lb. ) as compared to the barrows (lJ . 6  lb. ) .  
Significant weight and breed differences ( P <.. .  01 ) were noted for 
average trimmed loin weight. The total mean for the trimmed loin was 
lJ. l  lb. with means ranging from 10. l lb. for the 150 lb. group to 16. 2 
lb. for the 240 lb . group. The significant breed difference revealed 
that the Harnpshires had heavier trimmed loin weights (lJ. J lb. ) than the 
Yorkshires (12. 9 lb. ) .  
Carcass contests often place considerable emphasis on the trimmed 
ham and loin expressed as a percent of chilled carcass weight. Trinuned 
ham weight increased as live weight increased but when this weight was 
TABLE 11. ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR AVERAGE TRIMMED HAM WEIGHT , AVERAGE TRIMMED 
LOIN WEIGHT , AVERAGE TRIMMED SHOULDER WEIGHT 
AND AVERAGE TRIMMED SIDE WEIGHT 
Mean squares 
Average Average Average 
trimmed trimmed trirmned 
Source d. f. ham wt. loin wt . shoulder wt . 
Weight 3 80 . 32* * 104. 32* * 49 .14* * 
Breed l 0 . 21 1 9 .ll** 10 . 48**  
Sex 1 2. 93 *  2 . 27 0 . 04 
Weight x breed 3 0 . 08 1 . 08 o . 42 
Weight x sex 3 1 . 47 1 . 16 0 . 13 
Breed x sex 1 1. 38 0 . 18 2 .93 * 
Residual 51 0 . 55 0 . 65 0 . 71 
Total 63 
* P , . 05.  
** P <.. . 01.  
Average 
trimmed 
side wt .  
34. 41 ** 
4. JJ ** 
9 - 34** 
0 . 97 
1 . 10 
5 -97** 
0 . 52 
\J\ 
N 
8Xpressed as a percent of carcass weight the percent trimmed ham 
decreased as live weight increased . The percent ham ·decreased from 
20 . 15 to 18. 64% for the 150 and 2liQ lb. groups , respectively. The 
., .. · 
trimmed loin weight also increased as live weight increased. However, 
when the trimmed loin was expressed as a percent of chilled carcass  
· weight , it did not follow the same decreasing trend as the percent _ 
trimmed ham. The percent trimmed loin was 18. 23 , 18 . 67 ,  18. 06 and 
18. 26% for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. The 
combined means for trimmed ham and loin percentages for the 150 , 180, 
210 and 240 lb. weight groups were 38 . 38, 38 . 52 ,  36. 73 and 36.92%, 
respectively. The relatively large difference observed between 180 
and 210 lb. weights agrees with observations noted earlier concerning 
measures of fatness. 
Average trimmed shoulder weight was significantly influenced by 
weight ( P ( . 01 ) ,  breed ( P ( . 01 )  and the breed x sex interaction 
(P ( . 05 ) .  The total mean for the trimmed shoulder weight was 11 . 7 lb. 
with a standard deviation of 1. 77 lb. The means were 9 . 7 ,  11. 0 ,  12. 3 
and lJ. 8 lb . for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb . groups, respectively. 
The Hampshire breed had the heaviest trimmed shoulder (12 . 1  lb . ) when 
compared �o the Yorkshires (11. J lb. ) .  The means for the breed x sex 
interaction are given in table 12.  
The mean weights indicate that the females of the Hampshire 
breed had the heavier trimmed shoulder, whereas the barrows exhibited 
the heaviest trimmed shoulder in the Yorkshire breed. 
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Breed 
Yorkshire 
Hampshire 
·TABLE 12. MEANS FOR THE BREED X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR TRIMMED SHOULDER WEIGHT 
Females 
11 . 09 
12. JJ 
Sex 
54 
Barrows 
· 11. 47 
11 . 85 
The analyses of variance indicated that the average trimmed side 
weight was significantly influenced (P ( . 01 ) by weight, breed, sex . and 
the breed x sex interaction. Sides from the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. 
weight groups had mean weights of 7.1, 7. 8, 9. 2 and 10. 4 lb. , respec­
tively. The heaviest side weight was displayed by the Hampshires ( 8. 9 
lb. ) as compared to the Yorkshires ( 8. 4  lb. ). The mean trimmed side 
weight for the females and barrows was 8 . 3  lb. and 9. 0 lb. , respec­
tively. Table 13 lists the means for the breed x sex interaction. 
Breed 
Yorkshire 
Hampshire 
TABLE 13. MEANS FOR THE BREED X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR AVERAGE TRIM ED SIDE WEIGHT 
Females 
8_. 29 
8. 20 
Sex 
Barrows 
8 . 44 
9. 58 
Yorkshire f.,emales had a slight advantage over Hampshire fem ales 
in trimmed side weight, whereas among the barrows the Hampshires produced 
the largest trimmed_ side. 
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Another criterion used to evaluate carcass meatiness is the 
amount of edible portion (E. P . ) .  Trimmed weights include some 
additional fat trim an:l bone ; however, the E. P. weight is composed only 
of the useful lean . 
The analyses of variance for average E. P. weight of the ham , 
loin , shoulder, side, bon e cuts , jowl and percent E. P. of the carc:ass 
are listed in table 14. The mean E. P. weight of the ham was ll . O  lb. 
and was significantly influenced by weight (P ( . 01 ) ,  sex (P < . 01 )  �d 
the breed x sex interaction (P ( . 05 ) .  As live weight increased, the 
E. P. weight of the ham also increased from 9 . 1  to 13 . 0  lb. for the 150 
and 240 lb. groups, respectively. The females had higher average E. P. 
ham weights (11. J lb. ) than the barrows (10. 8 lb. ) .  The means for the 
interaction are listed in table 15. 
The Hampshire fa�ales had a much higher E. P. ham weight than the 
Yorkshire females . In contrast th� Yorkshire barrows displayed only a 
slightly greater E. P. weight than the Hampshire barrows. 
Average E. P.  weight of the loin was significantly infiuenced 
(P  <. . 01 )  by weight and breed. The loin E. P.  means were 7 . 9 ,  9 . 7, 11. 0 
and 12. 8 lb. for the 150 , �80, 210 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. 
- ---
Hampshires had significantly greater loin E . P. weights than the 
Yorkshires with means of 10 . 8  and 9 . 9  lb. , respectively. Here again, in 
accordance with trimmed ham and loin weights , the pigs which recorded 
the heaviest live weight recorded the heaviest ham and loin E. P. Also , 
in agreement with the trimmed cuts as reported earlier, the E. P. when 
expressed as a percent of chilled carcass wei ght, decreased as live 
TABLE 14. 
Source d . f. 
Weight 3 
Breed 1 
Sex 1 
Weight x breed 3 
Weight x sex 3 
Breed x sex 1 
Residual 51 
Total 63 
* p < . 05 .  
** P ( . 01. 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR AVERAGE E.P. WEIGHT OF THE HAM, LOIN, SHOULDER, 
SIDE, BONE CUTS , JOWL AND PERCENT E.P. OF CARCASS 
Mean sguares 
Average Average Average Average Average Average Percent 
E. P. wt . E. P. wt . E. P. wt . E. P. wt. E. P. wt . E. P. wt . E. P. of 
ham loin shoulder side bone cuts  jowl carcass 
42 . 80 **  70 . 58**  49 . 40 * *  33 . 82** 3 - 33**  3 .94** 23 . 20 ** 
0 . 74 13 . 46**  4. 49 * o. 68 o . oo 0 . 01 9 . 00 
3 - 75**  0 . 87 0 . 02 0 . 58 0 . 16 0 . 08 45 . 90 ** 
0 . 15 0 . 59 1 . 27 0 . 23 0 � 03 0 . 17 8. 34 
1 . 93 0 . 89 0 . 23 0 . 34 0 . 02 0 . 04 16. 60 * 
2 .44* 0 . 08 2 . 05 o . 88 o . oo 0 . 39 31. 08*"' 
0 . 46 o . 46 0 . 82 o .42 0 . 07 0 .12 5. 00 
\.1\ 
°' 
Breed 
Yorkshire 
Hampshire 
· TABLE 15� MEANS FOR THE BREED X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR E. P. WEIGHT OF THE HAN 
Females 
10 . 96 
11 . 57 
Sex 
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Barrows 
10 . 87 
10. 69 
weight increased. The combined means for E. P. ham and loin as 
percentages of carcass weight for the 150, 189 , 210 and 240 lb. groups 
were J0 . 51 ,  J0. 60 , 29. 38 and 29 . 10%, respectively. The large differ­
ence, as noted earlier, was observed between the 180 and 210 lb. weight 
groups. 
Weight and breed had a signii'ica.Yit (P (. .  01 ) influence on the 
average E .P. weight of the shoulder . The deviation s from the mean of 
10 . 4  lb. were -1. 9 ,  - . 8, 0 . 3  and 2. J lb. for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 
lb. groups, respectively. Hampshires produced 0 . 5  lb. more E.P. of the 
shoulder than Yorkshires. 
The E. P. weights of the side, the bone cuts and the jowl were 
significantly influenced (P (. .  01) only by weight groups . As expected, 
the weight of the variables increased with the in crease in live weight. 
The percent E. P. of a carcass is one of the most valuable 
estimates of carcass merit . This variable was significantly influenced 
. by weight ( P  ( . 01 ), sex (P  ( . 01 ), weight x sex ( P  z . 05 )  a nd the breed x 
sex interaction (P ( . 01 ) .  The mean for the entire experiment was 60. 2i 
with a standard dev_iation of 2 . 77%. Means for the various  weight groups 
did not follow a definite linear pattern . The means were 60 .9, 60. 9, 
!" . ....  
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58 . 8  and 59 . S;t for t h e  1 50 , 180 , 210 cmd 240 lb . groups , :respectively. 
Th e sex difference sho1-rnd a m erm o r' 6D .  8'/6 for the females as compared 
to 59 . J1� for th e barrows .,. Tabl e -16  list s th e m eans for the weight x 
s ex interaction . 
Sex 
Femal es  
Barrows 
TABLE 16. HEAYS FOR THE WEIGHT X SE'l INTERACTION 
FOR PERCENT E. P. OF Till� CARCASS 
,--�-........ 
HeiE;ht , lb o 
1s7s-- 180 2J.O 
60 ., 86 61 . 24 60 . 61 
61 . 95 59 . 54 57 . 00 
·- �-_.....�'-� x-.-..-..�� •GIW 
240 
60 . 28 
58 . 73 
The means of thi s interaction indicate the femal es h ad the 
highest perc ent E. P. :l.n all the weight groups except the 150 lb. group. 
'fhus , the b cn•rows excelled the gilts only in the · light weight group. 
Tho means for th e breed x s ex intera�tion are listed in table 17. 
Breed 
York shire 
Hampshir e  
TABLE 1 7 .  MEA.l"\JS FOR THE BREED X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR PERCENT E.P.  OF THE CARCASS 
�- ·--�'!a� 
Sex 
Females  
59 . 93 
60 . 69 
Barro1-rs 
59 . 63 .  
58 . 98 
Tabl e 17 indicat ed the Hampshire  females had a hi gh er percent 
E. P .  th an the Yorkshire fem ale s .  On the other ha."1d, th e Yorkshtre 
barrows h ad �- hi �her percent E. P.  than the Hampshi re  barrows. 
The analyses of variance for bone weight , percent bone·, fat 
weight , percent fat,  foot weight, lean trim weight and percent lean 
trim of the carcass are shown in table 18. 
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The average bone weight per side and the percent bone per carcass 
was significantly influenced only by weight groups. The total mean 
· for average bone weight was 8. 42 lb. The bone weight ranged from 7 .4  
lb . to  9 . 6  lb . per side for the 150 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. 
The bone weight when expressed as a percent o f  chilled carcass decreased 
from l.J . 2% for the 150 lb. group to 10 . 9%, for the 240 lb. group with 
an over-all mean of 11 . 9%. 
The analyses of variance in:licated that weight (P { . 01), sex 
(P  ( .  01 ) and the weight -x sex interaction (P <,.. 05 ) significantly 
influenced the average fat weight per side and average percent fat per 
carcass. As expected, both the fat weight and percent fat increased 
with increasing live weight. The over-all means for fat weight were 
lJ . 2, 15. 9, 21 . J  and 24. J lb. , whereas the me ans for percent fat were 
24. 2, 24. 1, 27. 6 and 27. 5i for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups, 
respectively. Both sets of mea..ns indicated a relatively large gap 
between the 180 and 210 lb. weight groups. The most pronoun�ed break 
was in the percent fat of  the carcass. The same relationship among 
weight group means has been observed for other variables including 
carcass backfat, percent E. P. and dressing percent. These data 
suggest that an alteration in the relative composition of live weight 
gains occurred in or near the 180 to 210 lb. weight interval. More of 
the gain was made up of fat in the higher weight groups.  Comparisons 
TABLE 18. ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR AVERAGE BONE WEIGHT PER SIDE, AVERAGE PER.CENT BONE PER CARCASS , 
AVERAGE FAT WEIGHT PER SIDE, AVERAGE PERCENT FAT PER CARCASS ,  AVERAGE FOOT WEIGHT PER SIDE, 
AVERAGE WEIGHT LEAN TRIM PER SIDE AND AVERAGE PERCENT LEAN TRIM OF THE CARCASS 
Mean sguares 
Average Average Average Average 
Average percent Average percent Average wt.  lean percent 
bone wt. bone per fat wt . fat per foot wt. trim per lean trim 
Source d. f.  per side carcass per side carcass per side side of carcass 
Weight 3 0.15** 0.17** 413- 30* * 
I 
69.94** 1. 53** 123. 79 ** 4. 35 
Breed 1 o. o.o 0. 01 6. 03 o. 68 O . OJ 5. 76 4. 36 
Sex 1 o. oo o. oo 78.65** 9). 61**  o. oo 1 . 59 0. 88 
Weight x breed 3 0. 92 0. 04 4. 69 5 . 52 0 . 04 0. 14 1. 38 
Weight x sex 3 0. 01 0. 03 16.97* 24. 72* 0. 01 1. 22 1.12 
Breed x sex l o. oo o. oo 10. 42 23. 77 o. oo o. 47 o. oo 
Residual 51 0. 01 0. 02 5. 23 6. 29 0. 04 2. 45 2 . 63 
Total 63 
* P ( . 05 . 
** P <. 01. 
°' 
0 
· \ 
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usi_ng eith er fat wei ght per sid e or per cent fat per carcas s  demonstrated 
that barrows (19 . 8  lb .. , 26. 9% ) wer e fatten .. than e:ilts (17 . 5  lb. , 24. 3%) . 
Tabl e 19 give s the P1eans for the wei ght x sex int er action for 
fat weiEht per side . 
TABLE 19 . HSANS FOR THE WEIGH1' X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR FAT WEIGHT PER SID.8 
============-=· =:.:======================== 
Weight! l b. 
Sex 150 180 210 240 
Female s 1 3 . 60 14. 60 19 . 38 22 . 78 
Barrm-rs 12 . 83 17 13 23 . 19 26 . 07 
The means for thi s  interaction indicated that the females showed 
the lowest fat wei ght in all weight groups except the 150 lb. group . 
Th e mean s for the wei ght x sex int eracti on for percent fat per 
carcass a:r.e lj_sted in t able 20 . 
TABLE 20 . MEANS FOR THE WEIGHT X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR PERCENT FAT OF THE CARCASS 
------...-- ---· ------------------------
Wei
i
'!,ht
2 
lb . 
Sex 150 180 210 240 
Females 24. Jl 22 . 48 25 . 24 26. 08 
Barrows 23 . 20 25 . 72 29 . 94 28 . 91 
This interaction shows the s ame re sults as the precedin� inter­
action for fat weight . The 150 lb . group was the only weieht group in 
which the femal e s  sho1•.red a higher percent fat than the barrows . 
Both the avcr aee foot wei ght per · sid e and the average lean trim 
weight per side were significantly influenced ( P  . 01 )  only by wei ght 
group s .  The total me an foot wei 13ht per side was 1 . 92 lb . The means 
ranged from 1 . 55 lb . for the 150 lb . group to 2 . 31 lb . _ for th e 240 lb. 
group . The over all mean fo:r lean trj_m wei ght p er side was 16. 1 lb. 
· with means o f  13 . 4 , J.L� . 6 , J.6 . 9 and 19 . 6  lb . for the 150 . 180 , 21 0 and 
240 lb . grol�p s , r e spoctj_ve1y. The perc ent l ean trirr1 per side was not 
sign i fic antly influ enced by wei ght , s ex or breed. 
The locat ion .for . th e a.ctu;:iJ. me asurements of the variables to be 
discus sed next ,-:ere referred to earlier in thi s  t ext ( figur es 1 , 2 and 
3 ) . Analys e s  of vari anc e for aver age fat thi ckne s s  and l ean thickne ss  
of the  h am , · shou.lder and loin a.re shown in t abl e 21 . The average fat 
thi ckness  of the ham was signi ficantly influenced by weight ( P  • 01 ) 
and th e weight x s ex interaction ( P  . 05 ) . Th e m eans wer e 0 . 54 , 0 . 58 , 
0 . 74 and 0 . 79 in.  for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb . groups, respec­
tively . Th e me ans for the wei ght x s ex interaction are li sted in 
table 22 . 
The bar�cows showed the gre atest me an fat thickn ess for the 180 , 
210 and 240 lb.  groups .  Th e females di spl ayed the greatest fat thick­
ness for th e 150 lb . group . 
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The aver a�e l ea.vi thi ckness  of the han1 was si gnifi ca.Y1tly influenced 
by wei ght groups ( P · . 05 ) . Th e lean th ickness  o f  the hal71 for the entire 
exper:i.ment was 2. 75 in . The l e an th ickness  r a..l'J ged from 2 . 62 in. for 
the 150 lb . group to 2 . 86 in . for the 240 lb . group. 
TABLE 21. 
Source d. f. 
Weight 3 
Breed l 
Sex 1 
Weight x breed 3 
Weight x sex J 
Breed x sex 1 
Residual 51 
Total 63 
* P ( . 05 . 
** P ( . 01 .  
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR AVERAGE FAT THICKNESS AND LEAN THICKNESS 
OF THE HA\f, SHOULDER AND LOIN 
Mean sguares 
Average Average Average Average Average 
fat lean fat lean fat 
thickness thickness thickness thickness thickness  
ham ham shoulder shoulder loin 
in. in. in . in . in. 
0 . 22**  0 . 18* 0 . 21** 3 . 30**  0 . 71** 
0 . 08 0. 13 o . oo 0 . 29 0 . 01 
0 . 02 0 . 12 0 . 54**  0 . 31 0 . 9 6** 
\ 0 . 01 0 . 01 o. oo 0 . 09 0 . 06 
0 . 08* 0 . 02 0 . 02 0 . 14 0 . 10 
0 . 02 0 . 02 o. o4 0 . 01 0 . 07 
0 . 02 0 . 06 0 . 03 0 .15 0 . 04 
Average 
lean 
thickness · 
loin 
in. 
0 . 19 ** 
0 . 77**  
o . oo 
0 . 01 .  
o . oo 
0 . 01 
0 . 02 
°' w 
Sex 
Females 
Barrows 
TABLE 22. MEANS FOR THE WEIGHT X SEX INTERACTION 
FOR THE AVERAGE FAT ·THICKNESS OF THE HAM 
150 
0. 61 
o . 48 
Weir!ht lb. 
180 
0 . 63 
0. 67 
210 
o . 68 
0 . 81 
64 
240 
0 . 77 
0 . 81  
The average fat thickness of the shoulder was significantly 
influenced (P < . 01 )  by weight and sex. The total mean was 0 . 83 in. 
with a range of 0. 76 in. to 0 . 95 in. for the 150 lb. and 240 lb. groups ,  
respectively. The maJ_es had 0 . 18 in. more fat than the females at the 
shoulder measurement. The lean thickness of the shoulder was also 
significantly influenced by weight . The lean thickness ranged from 
J . 11 in. for the 150 lb . group to 4.16 in. for the 240 lb. group. 
The average fat thickness of the loin was significantly 
influenced (P <. . 01 )  by weight and sex. · The total mean was 1. 20 in. 
with a standard devi ation of 0. 31 in. The means were 1 . 01, 1 . 03, 1 . 34 
and l . 4J in. for the 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. groups, respectively. 
Previous fat measures indicated that the females were the leanest .  The 
fat measurement of the loin was no ·exception as the females showed a 
fat thickness of 1 . 08 in. while the males had 1 . 33 in. fat over the 
loin. 
The analyse� of variance demonstrated that lean thickness of the 
loin was significantly influenced (P <. . 01 )  by weight and breed. The 
lean thickness ranged from 1 . 48 in. for the 150 lb . group to 1 . 74 in. 
for the 240 lb. group. The significant breed difference indicated the 
Hampshire loin lean thickness was 1. 73 in. and the Yorkshire ioin lean 
thickness was 1. 51 in. 
Correlations 
The relationship between offal weights and carcass composition 
was stated as an objective of this study. Table 23 summarizes these 
relationships in the fonn of correlation coefficients. 
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Prior to the consideration of carcass composition, the influence 
of offal weights on total body composition was observed by correlating 
the offal data with dressing  percent . Only leaf fat , mesenteric fats 
( caul and ruffle fat ) and spleen weights were significantly correlated 
with dressing percent. The various gastro-intestina.l tract component 
weights were characterized by consistently low correlatipns with 
dressing percent. 
Leaf fat weight was highly significantly ( P ( . 01 )  related to 
percent fat with a simple correlation of 0. 69 .  Percent fat was also 
significantly correlated with viscera weight (P ( . 01 ) , empty stomach 
weight ( P  (. 05)  and total mesenteric fat weight ( P  (. 05) . The only 
significant correlation with percent E. P. was the negative relationship 
(r  = - ; 55 )  between it and leaf fat weight. 
In general ,  the weights arrl measurements of the carcass or its 
components demonstrated negative or low positive correlation coeffi­
cients with percent E. P. (table 24) .  However , when h am  .and loin are 
expressed as a percent of chilled carcass, the relationship becomes 
positive and highly significant . On the other hand , the correlation 
coefficients between percent fat and carcass weights arrl measures were 
TABLE 2J. CORRELATION (X)EFFICI ENTS BETWEEN VARIOUS 
OFFAL vlli""'IGHTS AND· CARCASS COMPOSITION 
Dressing Percent 
percent fat 
Viscera wt. - . 11 0 • .35* *  
Pluck wt. · 0 . 22 0 . 18 
Spleen wt . O. JJ* 0. 12 
Caul fat wt . 0. 29* 0. 19 
Full stomach wt . 0. 05 0. 24 
Empty stomach wt. 0. 21 O . J2* 
Stomach contents wt. - . 07 0 . 16 
Full small intestine wt. -. 07 0. 18 
&pty small intestine wt . -. 07 0 . 14 
Small intestine contents wt. - . 04 0. 16 
Full large intestine wt. -. 07 0. 21 
Empty large intestine wt. -. 07 0 . 21 
Large intestine contents wt. -.19 0. 12 
Total ruffle fat wt. O . J4* 0 . 25 
Total visceral contents wt. -.17 0 . 18 
Total mesenteric fat wt. 0. 38** ·  0. 28* 
Leaf fat wt. o . 49 ** o. 69 * *  
* 0 . 27 needed at the 5% level of significance. 
** 0. 35 needed at the 1% level of significance. 
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Percent 
E. P. 
- - 19 
-. 00 
-. 06 
-. 08 
- . 10 
-.16 
- - 05 
- - 17 
- . 15 
-. 12 
- . 06 
-. 09 
- . 01 
- -17 
- . 07 
-. 17 
- - 55** 
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TABLE 24. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VARIOUS CARCASS DATA 
A..'ID THE PERCENT E. P. AWD THE PERCENT FAT 
Dressing percent 
Backfat 
Length 
Loin eye area 
&me weight 
Percent bone 
Trimmed ham weight 
Trimmed loin weight 
Trimmed shoulder weight 
Trimmed side weight 
Fat thickness of ham 
Lean thickness of ham 
Fat thickness of loin 
Lean thickness of loin 
Fat thickness of shoulder 
Lean thickness of shoulder 
E. P. weight of ham 
E. P. weight of loin 
E. P. weight of shoulder 
E. P. weight of side 
Percent trirmned ham 
Ham E . P. as percent of 
chilled carcass 
Percent trim.med loin 
Loin E. P. as percent of 
chilled carcass 
Percent trim..�ed ham and loin 
Harn and loin E. P. as percent 
of chilled carcass  
-----
Percent 
E. P. 
- . 25 
- . 62** · 
- - 35** 
0. 01 
- . 22 
0. 25 
- . 14 
- . 21 
- . 15 
- - 49 ** 
- . 60* *  
0 . 03 
-. 72** 
0 . 09 
- - 53** 
-. 08 
- . OJ 
- .18  
0.15 
- - 29* 
o. 67* *  
0 . 78*  
0 . 76** 
o. 85 * *  
* 0. 27 needed at the 5% level of significance. 
** 0. 35 needed at the 1% level of significance. 
Percent 
fat 
o . 41**  
0. 84** 
0. 43**  
0. 20 
o. 60** 
- . 48** 
0 . 26 
0. 38** 
O . JO* 
o . 69**  
o. 67* *  
0 .10 
0. 80**  
0.13 
0. 75* * 
0 . 20 
0 . 18 
0 . 39** 
0 . 29*  
0 . 50 * *  
- . 83** 
. - . 87** 
- - 59**  
- .J6** 
-. 88* * 
- . 82** 
positive and relatively hish •  Trimmed or E. P .  weights expr e s s ed as a 
perc ent of the c ar c as s  were si�nificantly and n egatively related to 
percent fat . Th e signifi c ant po sitive '"el ationships b etween weigh t or 
size of the c ar cass  or its components a.Y1 d per cent fat support th e 
results o f  Buck ( 19 63 ) who indi cated that heavi er hogs ar e fatt er. 
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When th e data  ar e expressed as a p0rcent o f  c arcass weight , some adjust­
ment is made for differenc es in th e live wei ght .  
Per c ent E. P. of  the ha111 and loin had the highe st r elationship 
(r = 0 � 85 )  with percent E. P. Variables al so havin g high relationships 
with percent E . P .  wer e perc ent E. P .  of h am ,  per c ent trim.med ham and 
loin and p ercent trirr�ed ham o  The vari able s  mo st highly negatively 
corr elat ed with perc ent fat wer e perc ent tr1.mro ed ham and loin (r = - . 88 )  
and percent E. P. of the ha111 ( r  = -_ . 87 ) .  other good indi c ators of 
percent fat were percent trir.traed ham ( r = - . 83 )  and p ercent hrun and 
loin E. P • ·  ( r = • 82 ) .  The above correl a tions indi cate th at th e ham 
expres s ed as a perc ent of  the carcass i s  more highly relat ed to carc as s 
compo S' ition th an the loin expr ess ed as a percent .  These findings agree 
with the work of Henry et al . (1963 ) and Stouffer and Burgka:rt (1965 ) 
who stat ed that the h am is _clos ely correl ated with carc as s compo si ti on .  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study evaluated various quantity components of  the carcass 
as influenced by the major variable, live weight. The 64 animals were 
divided equally into four weight groups according to breed and sex. 
They were slaughtered at weights of 150, 180, 210 and 240 lb. Weights 
of various offal items and the gastro-intestinal tract contents were 
collected during the slaughter procedure . Both sides of each carcass 
�ere separated into an edible portion ( E. P. ),  fat and bo ne portion. 
As live weight increased , rate of daily gain increased . There 
was a slaug.�ter age difference of 59 days between the 150 and 240 lb. 
group. The mean for the entire experiment indicated that the gilts 
were 16 days older than the barrows . 
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Dressing percent , which increased with live weight, was signifi­
cantly influenced only by weight groups. The barrows had 0.16 in. more 
backfat and 0. 22 sq. in. less loin eye area than the gilts. As 
expected, average carcass  b ackfat, carcass length and loin eye area 
increased as live weight increased. 
The trimmed cut weights, as expected, were a1l significantly 
influenced by live weight . ·- However, · the trimmed ham and the trimmed 
side weights were the only trinLmed wei �hts which were signi ficantly 
influenced by sex. Results indicated that the gilts had the heaviest 
trimmed ham weight and a lighter trimmed side weight. Weights of the 
average trimmed loin, shoulder and side were significantly influenced 
by breed. In each �ase the Hampshires showed the heaviest weights. 
The s &ri e  rel ationships as di s cussed for trim"'.'!led wei ghts held 
true for th e E . P .  wei ghts  of the h am ,  loin and shoulder.  
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The perc ent E.  P .  of th e carc ci.s s has  been discussed as one o f  the 
most valuabl e es timates  o f  c arcas s meatine ss . The means of this  
vari abl e decreas ed from 60 . 9% for the 150 lb . group to 59 . 5;6 for the 
· 240 lb . group ., Her e aiain , as wi th many other measur e s  of l ea_nnes s ,  
the gilts h ad 1. 6} mo re E . P .  than the barrows . 
Percent bone p 8r carc as s was significa11tly influ enced only by 
weight groups .. Th e values decre ased from 1J . 2;l for the 150 lb . group 
to 10 . 9}& for the 240 lb.  group . 
Re sult s from th e analys e s  of vari anc e j_ndi c at ed that percent 
fat was significantly influenc ed hy wei eht and s ex.  The values for 
p er cent fat were 24 ... 2 ,  24. l s 27 . 6. and 27 . 5;6 for the 150 ,  180 , 210 and 
214-0 lb . groups , 1 especti vely.. The barrows averaged 2. 6�l mo re fat per 
c arcas s  th an the female s .  The means o f  s ever al variable s  in this 
s tudy , average fat we:i. ght per side f perc ent fat , carcass back fat , 
perc ent E.  P.  and dr es sing perc ent , can be divided into pa.irs ·w:i. th a 
l arge gap b et-ween th e 180 and 210 lb . wei ght groups .  These data 
suggest that a ch ange in body compos ition oc curs in or near the 1 80 
to 210 lb . weight groups . 
Evalu ation of th e sJ. aughter dat a indicated no hi ghly si gnifi­
c ant correl atio ns between dr essing perc ent and varj_ou s organ or 
cont ents weight s ..  However , s everal measures o f  fatness were  correlated 
with dr essing percent . 
Results from other simple correl ations indicate a high relation­
ship between backfat measurements a�d percent fat . It was also evident 
from the simple correlations that the ham ( trimmed or E. P. ) expressed 
as a percent of carcass weight is high.ly related to carcass composition . 
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APPE�JDIX 
TABLE l .  MEAl'JS LISTED ACCORDING TO BREED JU.JD SEX 
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BreGd ___ Sex 
______ V_ar. __ •_i_ab�l_e ________ -Y.-o�rl-cs_h_1j-_r_e_H_�npshire .�
l�;-.s--Ba_r_r�o-vr�. s 
Rat e  of da.ily gain ( lb . ) 
A.rii.maJ. age a.t sl aut:hte:r· (days ) 
Head wt . 
Viscerct wt . 
Pluck wt. 
Liver 'Kt e 
Spleen wt. 
Ce.u.l fat wt . 
Full stomach wt. 
Empty stomach wt o 
Stom ,'.3.ch contents wt .  
F'ull sr1all intestj_ n e  wto 
E}npty small intestine wt . 
Smal  intestine contents wt. 
Full laree intestir10 wt. 
Eh1pty lar6e int estine v-.rt . 
Large intest ine co ntents wt. 
Total ruffle fat wL 
Total visceral contents wt . 
Leaf fat wt. 
Total Mes enteri c fat wt. 
Dressing percent 
Average carcass backf at ( in . ) 
Average carcass len gth (in . ) 
Average loin eye area (sq .  in . ) 
Average trimxned harn wt . 
Average t:rinwwd loin wt . 
Average trimmed shoulder wt . 
Average trimmed side wt. 
Averar;e E. P .  wt . h:?..'11 
· Averci.ge· E . P. wt . loin 
Average E. P .  wt . shoulder 
Average E. P .  wt., s j_d e 
Aver age E . P.  1-rt. 'b.one cuts 
Average E. P .  vrt . jowl 
Percent E. P .  per car.c ass 
Average bo:!1e wt ., per side 
Avera ge perc ent bone per 
carcass 
Average fat wt •. pe:r side 
Average percent fat per ca.rc ass 
Average foot wt . per side 
1 .12 
185 . 4 
10 . l.}-0 
18 ., 04 
3 . 71 
2 . 80 
0 . 36 
o . 46 
1 . 74 
1 . 35 · 
0 . 39 
3 . 82 
3 . 26 
0 .53 
5 . lO 
2. 96  
2. 47 
2 . 54 
3 . 40 
3 . 75 
3 . 01 
72 .11  
1 . 34 · 
30 . 65 
3 . 67 
13 . 71 
12. ?4 
11 . 28 · 
8 . 37 
10 . 92 
9 . 87 
10 . 12 
7 � 54 
2. 0.5 
1. 60 
59 .• 76 
8 . 40 
12 . 00 
18 . J9 
25 . 84 
1 . 89 
1 . 1·7 
178 . 9 
10 . 36 
18 . 0l 
4. 06 
3 . 08 
0 . 39 
0 . 54 
L 73 
1 . 39 
0 . 37 
3 . 82 
3 . 09 
.0 . 71 
4. 91 
2 . 94 
1 . 87 
2 . 6.5 
2 . 92 
3 . 42 
3 . 19 
72. 85 
1 . 26 
29 . 92 
4. 07 
13 .. 83 
13 ., 50 
12 . 09 
8. 89 
11 .13 
10 . 79 
10 . 65 
7 . 75 
2 . 07 
1 . 48 
60 . 53 
8 . 45 
11 . 81 
18 . 91 
25 . 63 
1 95 
1 . 09 
190 . 0 
10. 42 
17 . 87 
3 . 88 
2 . 94 
0 . 39 
0. 50 
1 . 69 
1 . 38 
0 . 31 
3 . 71 
3 . 09 
0 . 60 
5. 36 
2 . 99 
2 . 31 
2 . 51 
3 . 20 
J . 44 
3 . 02 
72 . 36 
1. 22 
30 . 43 
3 . 98 
lJ .98 
13 . 31 
11 . 71 
8 . 25 
11 . 27 
10 . 45 
1 0 . 40 
7 . 55 
1 . 94 
1 . 59 
60 . 80 
8 . 39 
11 .90 
17. 25 
2u. 53 
2 . 01 
1 . 20 
174. 3 
10 . 34 
18 . 18 
J . 89 
2 .94 
0 . 35 
0 . 50 
l e 78 
1 . 36 
o . 45 
3 . 93 
3 . 26 
o . 64 
4. 97 
2 . 90 
2 .. 02 
2 . 68 
3 .12 
3 . 72 
3 .17 
72 . 60 
L 38 
30 . 14 
3. 76 
13 ., 55 
12. 93 
1 1., 66 
9 . 01 
10 . 78 
10 . 21 
10 . 37 
7 . 74 
2 . 00 
1 . 49 
59 . 38 
8 ., 46 
11 .92  
20 . 05 
26 . 94 
1 . 83 
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TABLE l CONTINUED 
Variable 
Average wt .  l ean trim per side 
Average fat thickness ham (in. ) 
Average l eari thickness ham 
(in. ) 
. Average fat thickness shoulder 
(in. ) 
Average lean thi ckness 
shoulder (in. ) 
Average fat thickness loin 
( in. ) 
Average lean thickness loin 
(in. ) 
Percent trimmed ham of chilled 
carcass 
Percent trimmed loin of 
chilled carcass 
Percent E. P.  ham of chilled 
carcass 
Percent E. P. loin of chilled 
carcass 
Percent trimmed ham and loin 
of chilled carcass 
Percent E. P . ham and loin of 
chilled carcass 
Breed Sex 
. Yorkshire Hampshire ?anal.es Barrows 
15. 72 
0. 70 
2 . 71 
0 . 82 
3 . 67 
1.19 
1. 51 
19. 56 
18 . 09 
15. 59 
13. 99 
37 . 66 
29. 60 
16. 54 
o . 64 
2 . 80 
o . 84 
3. 81 
1. 21 
1 . 73 
19. 09 
18. 52 
15. 42 
14. 76 
37. 62 
30 . 20 
16. 49 
o . 68 
2 . 71 
0 . 74 
3 . 81 
1. 08 
1. 63 . 
19. 69 
18. 66 
15. 91 
14. 62 
38. 37 
30. 53 
15. 77 
0 . 60 
2 . 80 
0. 92 
3. 67 
1. 33 
1. 61 
18. 96 
17. 95 
15.10 
14.15 
36 .91 
29. 26 
.. ' , ,  
TABLE 2. MElhTI.IS LISTED ACCORDING TO WEIGHT GROUPS 
Variable 
Rate o f  daily gain ( lb . ) 
Animal age at slaughter (days ) 
Head wt. 
Viscera wt. 
Pluck wt. 
Liver wt . 
Spleen wt .  
Caul fat wt. 
Full stomach wt . 
filnpty stomach wt. 
Stomach contents wt . 
Full small intestine wt .  
Einpty small intestine wt. 
Smal l intestine contents wt.  
Full large intestine wt. 
Empty l arge intestine wt. 
Large intestine contents__wt. 
Total ruffle fat wt . 
Total visceral contents wt. 
Leaf fat wt .  
Total mesenteric fat wt. 
Dressing percent 
Average carcass backfat ( in. ) 
Average carcass l ength ( in. ) 
Average loin eye area (sq .  in. ) 
Average tri.m.�ed h &� wt . 
Average trinL�ed loin wt. 
Average trimmed sho ulder wt. 
Average trimmed side wt . 
Average E. P. wt. h a� 
Average E. P. wt. loin 
Average E. P. wt.  shoulder . 
Average E. P. wt. side 
Average E . P. wt. bone cuts 
Average E. P. wt. jowl 
Percent E. P. per carcass 
Average bone wt. per side 
Average percent bone per 
carcass 
Average fat wt .  per side 
Average percent fat per 
carcass 
_ Average foot wt. per side 
Average wt . lean tr:Lrn per side 
Average fat thickness h a� ( in. ) 
150 
1 . 09 
1.51 . 75 
8. 4.3 
15. 69 
3. 30 
2 . 69 
0. 29 
0 . 36 
1 . 41 
1. 11 
0. 29 
J . 71 . 
J .lJ 
0 . 53 
4. 27 
2 . 50 
1 . 76 
2. 28 
2. 58 
2 . 29 
2 . 64 
71.18 
1.16 
28 . 51 
3.28 
11. 19 
10.14 
9 . 70 
7 . 13 
9 . 14 
7. 89 
J3 . 4') 
--- 6. 04 
1 . 49 
0 . 98 
60 . 91 
7. 43 
13. 23 
lJ .19 
24. 22 
1 . 55 
13. 42 
0 . 54 
Weight grouus, lb. 
180 210 
1 . 08 
178 . 50 
9 . 95 
16. 76 
J . 92 
2 . 81 
0. 36 
o . 48  
l . 70 
1 . 34 
0 . 36 
3 . 61 
3. 04 
0 . 56 
4. 64 
2 . 67 
'2 . 0J 
2 . 29 
2_. 94 
J . 11 
2 . 77 
71 . 74 
1 . 19 
29 . 99 
3 . 76 
13. 03 
12 . 27 
10. 98 
7 . 75 
10 . 43 
9. 67 
9. 64 
6. 86 
1 . 95 
1 . 40 
60. 89 
8. 20 
12. 50 
15. 88 
24.10 
1 . 83 
14.60 
0 . 58 
1. 20 
. 187 . 25 
10 .97 
18. 54 
4. 06 
2 . 97 
0 . 38 
0 . 54 
1. 78 
1. 41 
0 . 43 
4. 00 
J . 27 
0 . 71 
5 . 34 
J . 08 
1 . 96 
2 . 74 
J .10 
J . 98 
3 . 28 
73 .19 
1. 40 
0 . 86 
4. 00 
14. 35 
13 . 89 
12. 27 
9. 24 
11 . 58 
11 . 00 
10. 72 
8. 0J 
2. 18 
1. 57 
58. 81 
8. 63 
11. 24 
21. 25 
27. 59 
2 . 00 
16�94 
0 . 74 
81 
240 
1. 20 
211 . 06 
12 . 05 
21 . 12 
4. 26 
, J . 29 
0 . 47 
0. 61 
2 .04 
1. 60 
o. 44 
3.96 
3 . 25 
o . 68 
6. 40 
J . 54 
2. 93 
3 . 07 
4. 05 
4. 94 
J. 68 
73. 81 
1.44 
31. 76 
4. 45 
16. 51 
16. 18 
13 . 79 
10 . 38 
12. 96 
12. 81 
12.65 
9 . 50 
2. 54 
2 .17 
59 . 50 
9. 61 
10. 87 
24.Jl 
27. 49 
\ 
2. 31 
19. 56 
0. 79 
TABLE 2 CONTINUED 
Wei ght 
Variable 150 180 
Average lean thickness ham 2. 62 2 . 71 
(in. ) 
Average fat thickness shoulder 0 . 76 0 . 70 
(in. ) 
Average lean thickness 3 .11 3 . 74 
shoulder (in. ) 
Average fat thickn ess loin 1. 01 1. 03 
(in . ) 
Average lean thickness loin 1. 48 1 . 61 
(in. ) 
Percent trimmed h�� of chilled 20. 15 19. 84 
carcass 
Percent trimmed loin of 18. 23 18. 67 
chilled carcass 
Percent E. P. ham of chilled 16. 41 15. 88 
carcass 
Percent E. P. loin of chilled 14. 09 14. 70 
carcass 
Percent trim.�ed ham and loin 38. 38 38. 52 
of chilled carcass 
Percent E. P. ha� and loin of 30. 51 J0. 60 
chilled carcass 
groups, lb. 
210 
2. 82 
0 . 89 
3 . 95 
1 . 34 
1 . 65 
18. 67 
18. 06 
15. 08 
14. 29 
36. 73 
29 . 3,g 
82 
240 
2. 86 
0 . 95 
4.1 6  
1. 43 
1 . 74 
18. 64 
18. 26 
14. 64 
14. 45 
36. 92 
29 . 10 
